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Dear Troikers!

You have in your hands the latest issue of the Troiker, and we are pleased to con-
gratulate you with this event! The world has changed since the previous issue was
released. And although we fully understand that the changes are only beginning, we
are sure that Troika will remain a leading company, utilizing its new capabilities to
grow further still. Remember Nietzsche’s famous words: “What doesn’t kill us only
makes us stronger.” Troika made it through the grim days of late 2008, and we are
adapting to the new conditions earlier than the rest. 

Life doesn’t stand in place, and nature is eternally developing and moving. The cre-
ation of new habitats leads to new phases in evolution. New conditions breed nat-
ural selection. Those first to adapt will not only survive, but overtake evolution. The
same principles apply to the human world. To avoid being relegated to history, one
must understand how the previous social and economic models took shape, why the
former rules no longer apply, and what the future holds in store. The topic of evo-
lution is addressed in the main materials of this issue, “Natural selection.”

As you are aware, big changes are under way at Troika. The strategic partnership with
Standard Bank Group presents us with many new opportunities, as Ruben Vardan-
ian and Jacko Maree discuss on the pages of this issue. You can also read about how
Troika's strategy has changed in interviews with Troika’s managing directors — the
heads of the main business lines.

While focusing on business, it is vital that we also remember those truly in need dur-
ing these complicated times of change. Regrettably, corporate charity programs have
dropped off sharply, but each of us can make our own contribution. A special article
in this issue — “The Red Book” — presents projects and funds that Troika has sup-
ported for quite some time now. 

This issue’s “Profession” column features the HR Department. The new team discusses
the Department’s new priorities as well as changes in the motivation system and per-
sonnel development. Also included in this issue are the best employees, new part-
ners, behind the scenes at The Russia Forum, and much more. 

The future will bring even more adversity and changes. The time of changes pres-
ents a unique opportunity to act upon our visions. The important thing is to have faith
in ourselves and our strengths, and to embrace the fresh start and radical changes. 

Best regards,
The Troiker Editorial Board
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What’s up? Troika's news 

Troika in the KAMAZ Board of Directors, the Standard
Bank partnership, investments in S.N. Safe&Software 

At the helm of KAMAZ
Troika Dialog’s top managers join the KAMAZ
Board of Directors

Among the top three
Troika Dialog analysts placed 2nd for Russian
market coverage and service according to
Institutional Investor’s “2009 Emerging EMEA
Research Team”

Non-state Pension Fund chooses TroikaTroika in Rostov for 10 years!

In December 2008, Daimler AG, KAMAZ,
Russian Technologies State Corporation
and Troika Dialog signed an agreement
governing an exclusive strategic part-
nership and outlining the main principles
and methods of cooperation between
KAMAZ shareholders. Under the terms of
the agreement, Daimler has acquired a 10
percent stake in the share capital of KA-
MAZ from Troika Dialog for $250 million.
Another one-time payment of up to
$50 million will be due in 2012 so long as
KAMAZ meets stated performance
benchmarks. In exchange, Daimler AG re-
ceived a seat on the KAMAZ Board of Di-

rectors. Due to the structural changes,
a new Board of Directors was elected
during a special assembly of KAMAZ
shareholders. Three of Troika’s top man-
agers were chosen as new members:
Ruben Vardanian, Chairman of the Board
of Directors of Troika Dialog Group,
Richard Ogdon, Managing Director of Fi-
nances and Risk and Capital Manage-
ment, and Mikhail Broitman, General
Director of Troika Dialog Financial Con-
sultant. Sergey Skvortsov, Managing Di-
rector of Troika Dialog Group and Pres-
ident of Troika Capital Partners, joined the
KAMAZ Board of Directors in 2006.

Troika Dialog’s Research Team and Pao-
lo Zaniboni, Managing Director and
head of Research at Troika Dialog, to-
gether with Chief Economist Evgeny
Gavrilenkov, were awarded second
place for Russian market coverage in In-
stitutional Investor’s “2009 Emerging
EMEA Research Team” ranking. 
Senior Analyst Oleg Maximov took second
place for Oil and Gas coverage, while
Evgeny Gavrilenkov also placed as a “Run-
ner Up” on Economics in the emerging
markets in Europe, the Middle East and
Africa. To determine the winners in the
“2009 Emerging EMEA Research Team”
ranking, Institutional Investor distributed
questionnaires to research divisions and
investment executives in financial insti-
tutes across the world. Also included
were institutional clients recommended by
leading brokerage firms. The ranking re-
flects the opinions of about 300 analysts
and portfolio managers in 220 companies
investing in emerging markets in Eu-
rope, the Middle East and Africa.

To determine
the winners
in the “2009
Emerging
EMEA Re-
search Team”
ranking, Insti-
tutional In-
vestor distrib-
uted question-
naires to re-
search divi-
sions and in-
vestment ex-
ecutives in fi-
nancial insti-
tutes across
the world

‘’That Norilsk
Nickel private
pension fund
has put our
company in
charge of its
assets is a sig-
nificant event
for us’’

Troika Dialog Asset Management to manage
funds in Norilsk Nickel non-state pension fund.
Troika Dialog AM was tapped to manage reserves
over 1.7 bln rubles and pension savings of 1.3 bln
rubles. Several firms vied in late 2008 for the
rights to invest the fund’s assets. Troika was se-
lected as one of the four most professional and
reliable companies in Russia. Requirements were
three years of relevant experience, equity vol-
ume of at least 100 mln rubles, at least 20 bln
rubles in managed assets, and a “AAA” reliability
rating from the National Ratings Agency. “Troika

Dialog will only be increasing its role as a center
of consolidation on Russia’s AM market,” said
Pavel Teplukhin, Chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors of Troika Dialog AM. “That Norilsk Nickel
 private pension fund has chosen our company
is a significant event for us. It is one of the five
largest private pension funds in Russia and repre-
sents one of our biggest clients. It should be not-
ed that the fund chose Troika during a very chal-
lenging time for the market, highlighting the
amount of trust that private pension funds
have for our company and our strategy.”

Troika Dialog celebrates 10 years of operations
in the Rostov region.
Today, the product line offered to wealthy mass
investors includes 15 mutual funds, internet
trading, individual brokerage service, pension
savings management, managed accounts and
equity funding. Troika Dialog intends to continue
expanding in the Southern Federal District.
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Strategic Alliance
Troika Dialog forms a strategic alliance
with South Africa’s Standard Bank Group

We’re the best! Investing in the future

Troika Dialog has formed a strategic al-
liance with South Africa’s Standard
Bank Group. Under the terms of the
agreement, Troika Dialog has secured a
100% share in the Group’s subsidiary
commercial bank — “Standard Bank” —
as well as all the Russian business of
the Standard Bank Group. In addition,
Standard Bank Group paid Troika Dialog
Group $200 mln and secured a minority
stake in Troika. Standard Bank Group is
the largest banking group in South Africa
by assets and profit. The strategic al-

liance provides Troika Dialog with a new
partner possessing the expertise and re-
sources of a global financial corporation,
a wide range of products and a large
client base. Culturally, both partners are
emerging markets “champions.” By
teaming up with Standard Bank, Troika
has further strengthened its positions as
the leading independent, integrated in-
vestment house and asset management
company, and now boasts a commercial
bank in Moscow with advanced inter-
bank technologies.

Troika Dialog's lawyers recognized as the best
in Russia's investment banking industry.
Troika Dialog’s Legal Department prevailed
in the 2008 "Best Legal Departments" contest
by Corporate Lawyer Magazine with support
by Pynes & Moerner. Troika’s lawyers placed
first in the "Investment Banks" nomination,
ranking above seven other investment banks
and firms in Russia and abroad. Winners in each
of sixteen nominations were voted upon by an
Experts Board including partners in preeminent
law firms and heads of legal departments in
Russian and international companies. Ernst
and Young, the competition's official auditor,
observed over voting processes, the accura-
cy of vote counting, and the impartiality of
the Expert Board.

The strategic
alliance pro-
vides Troika
Dialog with
a new partner
possessing the
expertise and
resources of
a global finan-
cial corpora-
tion

Troika Dialog venture fund invests in the latest
generation of information security technology.
Troika Dialog AM has invested several million
dollars in Russian startup S.N. Safe&Software.
The money has been earmarked for building
sales flows in Russia and abroad. S.N.
Safe & Software specializes in information secu-
rity software. “We invested in the company for
two reasons: the unique team and outstanding
technology that is quickly gaining popularity,”
explained Artem Yukhin, Director of Venture
 Investments. “Company founder Mikhail
Kalinichenko is a leading specialist in informa-
tion and computer protection who has partici-
pated in some famous projects in this area.”
S.N. Safe & Software will receive financing over
several stages so long as stated tasks are met.

About Standard Bank
Standard Bank Russia (ZAO “Standard Bank”)
is the Russian subsidiary of Standard Bank
Group, one of the world’s top providers of fi-
nancial and banking services on emerging mar-
kets. Founded 145 years ago in South Africa,
Standard Bank Group has a net asset value of
$162 billion (as of December 2008) and capital-
ization amounting to approximately $14 billion.
The Group’s offices are located in 17 countries
in Africa and 20 developing countries outside
Africa, including Brazil, China, Turkey and Ar-
gentina. Standard Bank Group employs over
50 thousand people in 36 countries. The Indus-
trial and Commercial Bank of China, the world’s
largest bank by capitalization, holds a 20%
stake in Standard Bank Group. The Group has
been active in Russia since the early 1990s,
raising international financing for projects in
various sectors of the economy. In 1997, Stan-
dard Bank Plc opened its branch office in
Moscow. ZAO Standard Bank was established
on the basis of the branch in 2002.

Appearing on the photo:
From right to left front row: 
Ronald Freeman — Advisor, Troika Dialog Group
Ruben Vardanian — Chairman of the Board
of Directors, Troika Dialog Group
Jacko Maree — CEO, Standard Bank Group
Derek Cooper — Chairman, Standard Bank Group
From right to left back row:
Boris Bruck — Head of Treasury, Troika Dialog
Group
Igor Blinov — Managing Director, Troika Dialog
Group 
Richard Ogdon — Chief Risk & Capital Officer,
Troika Dialog Group 
Martin Botha — Managing Director & Regional
Head, Standard Bank Group
Jenny Knott — CFO & COO, CIB International
David Duffy — CEO, CIB International

Standard Bank's office in Johannesburg, South Africa



Troika ranked highest,
like always!

Ratings agency “Expert RA” has
confirmed reliability and quality
of service ratings for Troika
Dialog AM at the A++ level

Troika’s lofty rating is due to its perfected
risk management system, effective or-
ganization of the investment process,
and growth of assets under management.
“We are pleased that analysts in an au-
thoritative, independent agency have
once again acknowledged the high level
of reliability and the quality of our com-
pany’s services,” said Pavel Teplukhin,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Troi-
ka Dialog Asset Management. 
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What’s up? Troika's news

Troika's Ecosystem, 24-hour IT support, Troika's New Year's Magicians,
Contact Center news 

Troika’s Ecosystem
Thanks to the Troika Ecosystem, the Company has reached a new
level of organization in the internal environment

Troika Dialog has implemented the Troi-
ka Ecosystem, an advanced communi-
cations system organizing the Compa-
ny’s internal environment.
The Ecosystem supports two languages
(Russian and English) and brings togeth-
er both existing information services — the
Intranet and e-mail — as well as new el-
ements for example — the Collaboration
portal, allowing users to create work ar-
eas for projects, divisions and teams. Ad-
ditional features include personal pages
and employee blogs. During joint work on
documents, the status of all participants

in the process is visible, versions of the
documents are saved, changes can be
controlled, access rights are managed, etc.
The Ecosystem includes portals for man-
agers and the company’s partners, as well
as an electronic book catalog and a pho-
to archive. It is also possible to exchange
text messages and participate in video
conferences.
The system may be accessed from re-
mote locations, through the internet and
fom mobile devices. The system is unri-
valed among Russian financial organisa-
tions in terms of its scale.

The ecosys-
tem supports
two languages
(Russian
and English)
and brings
 together both
existing infor-
mation servic-
es — the
 Intranet and
e-mail — as
well as new
elements

24 hours a day
Troikers can now contact
IT support 24/7

It’s done! Due to popular demand, the
IT HelpDesk has switched to a 24-hour
work mode.
If you encounter a technical issue which
you are unable to handle yourself, the
HelpDesk will be happy to provide assis-
tance, even at night and on weekends! On
workdays, HelpDesk employees will be in
the office between 8:00 and 23:00. Be-
tween 23:00 and 8:00, an on-duty
HelpDesk employee will provide help by
telephone from a remote location. On
weekends, an on-duty HelpDesk em-
ployee will be in the office between
10:00 and 19:00, while between 19:00 and
10:00 he or she will be working from
home by remote access.
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New Year’s Magicians 
Troikers bring holiday cheer to children in need
of gifts and attention 

Last December, 260 Troikers became kind
magicians by fulfilling the New Year’s
wishes of children in Troika’s sponsored
homes. Each child wrote his or her wish
on separate cards, which were then
placed on trees set up in several of Troi-
ka’s offices. Troika’s New Year’s magi-
cians bought 220 gifts, gave donations for
32 more, and six gifts were submitted
without an addressee (we gave them to
Children’s Home № 11 for children with
birthdays in December and January). All

the children were overjoyed — if only you
had seen their faces! The director of
Novocherkassk Children’s Home №8
thanked everyone with the following: 
“Wonderful, kind people! Thank you for
the joy of seeing the children's eyes
brimming with happiness! Believe it or
not, some of our kids have never re-
ceived gifts before. May tranquility and
wellness fill your homes, may you re-
ceive care from loved ones, and may
grief and adversity pass you by!”

We have contact! Hello, this is Troika Dialog!

We achieved
85% voice
recognition

Troika Dialog’s Contact Center activates cen-
tralized service to seventheen of the Compa-
ny’s regional offices. Between March and May,
Troika’s Contact Center activated centralized
service to seventeen of the Company's regional
offices: Volgograd, Voronezh, Yekaterinburg,
Kazan, Krasnodar, Naberezhnye Chelny, Nizhny
Novgorod, St. Petersburg, Perm, Rostov-on-the-
Don, Samara, Saratov, Stavropol, Tyumen, Ufa,
Chelyabinsk and Yaroslavl. 

Contact Center specialists receive calls from
Troika's clients and counteragents and consult
potential and existing clients on a wide range of
issues: from general information about the com-
pany to detailed information on Troika's prod-
ucts and technical support issues. Call Center
specialists also participate in marketing research
and the actualization of databases.

Testing completed on the voice dialing system.
Testing results showed that we achieved 85%
voice recognition, whereas a 70% result is con-
sidered excellent elsewhere in the world. The
voice dialing system (external: (495)258 05 01
or internal: (6 01)05 01) which allows users to
make automatic connections with requested
numbers, was launched in 2008 and quickly be-
came a convenient and routine way for Troikers
to reach their colleagues.

Troika’s New
Year’s magi-
cians bought
220 gifts, do-
nated money
for 32 gifts,
and six gifts
were submit-
ted without an
addressee
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Cover story Natural selection

Life and death
of the economic
model 
Economic theory can be viewed under an
evolutionary model, like a living organism.
These days, the future of capitalism raises
plenty of questions: the global crisis has
cast doubt upon all existing economic
models, and so far nothing new has been
proposed. How the economy will develop
from here is a mystery. So, it is all the more
interesting to look at the evolution of the
economy and its different facets from
1700 until 2009 so as to see where we
came from and where we are going 

1700 1720 1740 1780 1800 1820 1840

1701
France begins
circulating banknotes
Scotland’s John Lowe,
considered a preeminent
economist by some but
a crook by others, per-
suades the regent
Philippe of Orleans to
begin circulating paper
money, which is guaran-
teed by the government.
However, Lowe uses
some of the money to
buy shares in the South-
ern Seas Company, and
the entire affair ends
with a big scandal and
a near government
 default.

1712
The steam engine
Thomas Newcomen,
a British blacksmith, con-
ceives of the “atmos-
pheric engine,” which
helps to complete tasks
that were previously
done manually. The in-
vention of the steam en-
gine is a major factor
leading to the industrial
revolution, the industrial-
ization of Europe, and
the advent of capitalism. 

1720
Crash of the Southern
Seas Company
Britain’s commercial
Southern Seas Company,
founded by Duke Robert
Hurley, promises share-
holders exclusive trading
rights with the Spanish
colonies of South Ameri-
ca. Stock in the company
rises steadily in 1720,
starting at 128 pounds
in January and reaching
1000 by August. In Au-
gust 1720, the bubble
bursts, causing stock to
tumble to 150 pounds,
bringing Sir Isaac Newton
losses totaling 20,000
pounds, and earning the
Southern Seas Company
its reputation as the
world’s first financial
pyramid.

1792
The U.S. dollar begins
circulation
By a special act of Con-
gress, the U.S. begins cir-
culating its own curren-
cy. The dollar, exchange-
able for gold or silver,
draws little interest in
Europe. Eventually, how-
ever, the dollar under-
goes a surprising change:
the formerly overlooked
currency becomes one of
the world’s main mone-
tary units.

Ideas Innovations Economics

1776
Adam Smith’s “An In-
quiry into the Nature
and Causes of the
Wealth of Nations” 
The greatest economic
work of the XVIII century
is the 900-page essay
by Adam Smith about
how private interests can
benefit the public at
large. Smith scrupulously
describes market laws,
supply and demand
mechanisms, and com-
petition and pricing, thus
outlining the sphere of
topics that later will be
revisited by virtually all
the economic luminaries:
from Malthus, Marx and
Keynes to contemporary
economists. 

1837
The 1837 Panic
The stock market and
banking panic that grips
the U.S. in 1837 is likely
the scariest in the coun-
try’s entire history. Of
the 853 existing banks
in America, 343 go bank-
rupt. The panic is fol-
lowed by a five-year re-
cession. Paul Krugman,
recipient of the Nobel
Prize in Economics,
claims that the 2009 cri-
sis is most reminiscent
of the 1837 panic.

1804 
The first locomotive
In 1804, British inventor
Richard Trevitik reveals
a surprising attraction
to a curious public —
a steam engine moving
along iron rails. George
Stevens, another inven-
tor, offers a more refined
locomotive that goes
into service along the
world’s first railway,
Stockton-Darlington,
which opens in 1825.
In 1834, The Cherepanov
brothers’ analogue of the
Stevens engine appears
in Russia. 

1817
David Riccardo’s
“Principles of Political
Economics” 
Successful stock broker
David Riccardo authors
his ideas about economic
liberalism (free trade,
open markets, and non-
intervention by the state
in the economy), ex-
plains the “regulating
laws” of production and
economic control, laying
the groundwork for
monetary policy in capi-
talist countries for more
than a century.
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1910 19201870 1880 1890 1900 1930

1867 – 1894
Karl Marx’s “Capital”
The influence of Marx’s
“Capital” on the develop-
ment of economic theory
is tantamount to the role
of Darwin’s theory in the
history of biology — at
least in an area covering
one-sixth of the earth.

1876
The first telephone
Alexander Bell patents
the “speaking telegraph,”
which broadcasts human
speech along wires. One
year later, the company
Simens and Halske be-
gins releasing the first
telephone devices.

1894 – 1896
The radio
Inventors in several
countries nearly simulta-
neously reveal their ra-
dio receivers and trans-
mitters. In Russia —
Popov, in the U.S. — Tes-
la, in Europe — Marconi,
Branly, Lodge, and Hertz.

1889
The internal
combustion engine 
The invention of the in-
ternal combustion engine
leads to a new and mas-
sive industry — the auto
industry. The economy
slowly but surely gets
hooked on oil.

1917
The Russian
Revolution
The Revolution repre-
sents the first economic
experiment of this scope
involving the movement
of an agrarian country
onto industrial rails and
a planned economy.

1921 
The long wave theory
Russian economist Kon-
dratyev develops a theo-
ry stating that economic
development takes place
in waves. Furthermore,
at the end of each period
lasting 50–60 years a
drop  occurs, sometimes
as a crisis.

1929
The Great Depression
The financial catastrophe
of the century. The crash
of economic liberalism in
the U.S. and Europe and
a sharp turn to the left
in public sentiment. It is
sometimes said that the
Great Depression led to
the ascendence of the
NSDAP in Germany as
well as the start of WWII.
Today, scholarly research
on the Great Depression
is again being printed,
published and circulated
by the thousands, ever
since President Obama
stated that the current
recession may surpass
the 1929 Depression
in scale.

1925 
The first television
Scottish inventor John
Logie Baird patents the
world’s first black and
white television and
 displays it at Selfridge
department store in
 London.

1931 
End of the gold
standard 
Following lengthy con-
templation, British Prime
Minister Winston
Churchill decides to re-
scind the gold standard.
Henceforth, the sterling
pound is no longer
bound to gold, and ex-
changing paper money
for the actual gold equiv-
alent is no longer possi-
ble. Sweden and other
countries follow suit.

1930
The first supermarket
America’s first supermar-
ket would be called a hy-
permarket by today’s
standards: called King
Kullen (the resemblance
to King Kong is intention-
al), it occupies 560 sqm.

1870
Standard Oil
is founded
The appearance of oil
leads to the appearance
of the first oil barons.
America’s Standard Oil
(initially called Ohio Cor-
poration) handles oil
 extraction, refinery and
transport, as well as
commerce. The corpora-
tion soon becomes the
world’s largest oil refin-
ery, while its founder,
George Rockefeller,
 becomes a multi-billion-
aire, and not only the
richest man of his era,
but, by some estimates,
the richest baron in all
of  history.

1880 
Edison’s bulb 
Thomas Alva Edison in-
vents the electric bulb
with a coal fiber, cap,
cartridge and switch.
Edison’s lamps become
a popular replacement
to gas lighting.

1913
The U.S. Federal
 Reserve is founded
Following a series of
banking crises in the U.S.,
the public’s pleas for ac-
tion are met: the Federal
Reserve Bank is created
and given exclusive
rights to print money. All
other governments grad-
ually follow suit. 

1914 – 1918
World War One
One of the results of
the First World War is
a revolution in machine
construction. Other
kinds of heavy and light
industry are included:
soldiers need weapons,
clothing and shoes. The
war engenders mass
manufacturing.
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Cover story Natural selection

1950 1955 1965 19751940 1945 1960 1970 1980

1976
The Jamaican Interna-
tional Currency
System 
Crisis in the Bretton
Woods system leads to
the creation of the Ja-
maican system. Currency
rates are fixed to market
laws and begin oscillat-
ing according to supply
and demand.

1947
The Marshall Plan
According to a plan au-
thored by George Mar-
shall, the U.S. Secretary
of State, the U.S., having
suffered less than others
during World War II, allo-
cates money for the
restoration of 17 coun-
tries in Europe. The eco-
nomic aid is packaged to-
gether with the “proviso
regarding mutual guaran-
tees of security” stipulat-
ing that communists be
removed from the gov-
ernments of countries re-
ceiving aid. Among the
results of the Marshall
Plan — probably the most
successful economic pro-
gram implemented by
the U.S. — is the division
of Europe into western
and eastern blocks and
the appearance of the
iron curtain. 

1960s
Crisis of trust
in the dollar
The dollar, the chosen
reserve currency, until
now has been strongly
overvalued, while the
yen and the mark have
been undervalued. The
governments of Ger-
many and Japan, resur-
gent following the War
and dubious about prop-
ping the dollar, begin
creating new financial
markets. The unpopular
war in Vietnam adds to
the dollar’s woes.

1973
The oil crisis
Arab countries and OPEC
members enact an em-
bargo against gas deliv-
eries to the U.S. and
countries in Western Eu-
rope, causing a sharp rise
in the oil price (from $3
per barrel to $12) and the
biggest economic crisis
since the Great Depres-
sion. OPEC effectively
uses the embargo to ap-
ply pressure on Israel.
The world finds itself
overly dependent upon
oil prices.

1939 — 1945
World War Two.
Scientific discoveries 
Wartime needs lead to
breakthroughs in airplane
construction and aero-
nautics, as well as the in-
vention of the computer
and the first experiments
with atomic energy.

1949
The first credit card
Diners Club releases the
first credit card in its
modern form, although
antecedents first ap-
peared in the 1920s. Ten
years later, American
 Express creates the first
global chain of credit
cards.

1977
Apple II
A student named Steve
Jobs assembles and
manages to sell a per-
sonal computer called
the Apple, which is fol-
lowed by the more ad-
vanced Apple II. The PC
era has begun.

1946
The first functioning
computer
ENIAC — the electronic
numerical integrator and
computer — is created
following an order from
the U.S. army for tech-
nology capable of calcu-
lating ballistic charts. The
computer can be repro-
grammed to service vir-
tually any tasks. Weigh-
ing in at 27 tons, ENIAC
is light as a feather.

1936
John Keynes’s “Gen-
eral Theory of Em-
ployment, Interest
and Money” 
British economist John
Maynard Keynes lays the
theoretical groundwork
for government inter-
vention in the economy.

Ideas Innovations Economics

1944
The World Bank
is founded
In 1944, 45 countries sign
the Bretton Woods Ac-
cord, thereby establish-
ing the International
Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (the
World Bank) as well as
the International Mone-
tary Fund. According to
the signatory govern-
ments, the World Bank is
supposed to contribute
to economic growth in
developing countries,
while the International
Monetary Fund will help
overcome temporary fi-
nancial crises.
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2008
Washington Mutual
crashes
The 2008 collapse of
Washington Mutual rep-
resents one of the
largest bank collapses
in the history of the U.S.
George Soros calls for
immediate abstention
from traditional market
relations, or else the en-
tire global financial sys-
tem is likely to collapse.

September 2008
President Sarkozy
questions the future
of capitalism 
In his state of the union
address, French Presi-
dent Nikolai Sarkozy calls
for revision of the exist-
ing principles of global
capitalism, adding that
the globalizing idea —
the root of European de-
velopment — is in peril.

1994
Barrings Bank
crashes
A trader in the UK’s old-
est investment bank los-
es $1.4 bln speculating
with futures on Japan’s
Nikkei index. The bank,
which holds the savings
of the British Royal Fami-
ly, goes bankrupt, and
the world discovers that
its newfound fascination
with derivatives trading
sometimes leads to un-
wanted results.

1997 
The Asian financial cri-
sis begins
A financial tempest riles
Asia in 1997, leading to
similar upheavals in Latin
America and serving as
one of the reasons for
Russia’s default in 1998.
The world financial sys-
tem proves itself far
more vulnerable than
earlier thought.

2006
The U.S. mortgage
crisis begins
The first signs of the U.S.
mortgage crisis appear
in 2006. Gradually, the
subprime crisis escalates
into a massive financial
crisis, and then global
 recession.

2001
The ENRON scandal
One of the largest and
most respected compa-
nies in the world an-
nounces bankruptcy
amid a major scandal.
As it turns out, ENRON
management for years
has deceived inspectors
and shareholders alike,
failing to report numer-
ous debts and losses.
Corporate morality is
cast under doubt.

1985
Windows
Microsoft releases the
first operating system
aimed at novice users
and overtakes the soft-
ware market.

1989
WWW
British scholar Tim Bern-
ers-Lee conceives of the
World Wide Web, and
several years later de-
velops the HTTP proto-
col, HTML language and
URL identifiers.



September 2008
Start of the crisis
The global financial crisis
begins in September
2008, when the U.S.
government is forced
into nationalizing leading
mortgage agencies Fan-
nie Mae and Freddie
Mac.
Lehman Brothers Invest-
ment Bank declares
bankruptcy, while Merrill
Lynch is sold for a pit-
tance to Bank of Ameri-
ca. A global process is
launched.

Cover story Natural selection
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September 29, 2008
Drop of the Dow
Jones index
The Dow Jones index
falls by 777 points in
a single day. This is the
swiftest (though not the
deepest) drop in the en-
tire history of the mar-
ket. Bankruptcies happen
across the world, old ties
are severed, and the
once unshakable founda-
tions of the financial
world are cast under
doubt.

October 6, 2008
Iceland verges
on bankruptcy
The Icelandic krona loses
30% against the euro
over three days. Iceland
verges on bankruptcy, its
economy nearing col-
lapse. Banks are nation-
alized, bars and restau-
rants sit empty, and
prices shoot skyward,
while citizens suffocate
under debt. Companies
conduct massive layoffs,
and unemployment lev-
els, negligible until now,
break all the records.

October — November
2008 Paulson’s Plan
The views on economic
regulation have changed,
and socialist methods are
implemented almost
everywhere: nationaliza-
tion, cash injections,
planning, etc. Paulson’s
plan is drafted in the
U.S., involving loans to
banks and other financial
companies altogether to-
taling $700 bln. Similar
plans on a smaller scale
are drafted in most other
industrialized countries.
A general trend to “flood
the crisis with money”
takes hold. Newly inau-
gurated U.S. President
Barack Obama increases
Paulson’s plan to $1.5
trillion. 

November 2008
Automobiles
in danger
The sharpest polemics
regarding possible write
downs concern the auto
industry, the sector hit
hardest by the crisis. An
imperiled Detroit, once
the hub of the U.S. auto
industry, finds itself at
the center of public at-
tention. Heads of the
auto majors count on
government support, but
lawmakers are reluctant
to take on the “toxic as-
sets.” Meanwhile, BMW
and Mercedes halt their
production lines. The
Hummer and Lincoln
Navigator brands are
sold for half their value.
Chrysler verges on bank-
ruptcy, while the Chinese
prepare to buy Volvo. 

December 23, 2008
The oil price reaches
a historic minimum 
Years of plenty, together
with lofty oil prices,
come to an end on De-
cember 23, 2008, when
a barrel of “black gold”
trades for a jaw-drop-
ping $36.49. Only recent-
ly, in early July, a barrel
cost $145, and many
thought it would be that
way forever: there’s only
so much oil on earth, and
plenty of people want it.
The drop in the oil price
hits Russia especially
hard — Russians tend to
attribute all the difficul-
ties starting in Septem-
ber to the drop in the oil
price, rather than the ab-
struse mortgage prob-
lems in the U.S. 

The key changes that happened in the world
in just one year
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February 2, 2009
The ruble takes
a record fall vs.
the dollar 
The dollar rate reaches
its maximum: on Febru-
ary 2, $1 garners 36.3
rubles. For comparison:
the dollar cost 23.1 rubles
on July 14, 2008. The
Russian currency suffers
its first fever in quite
some time. The weak
exchange rate causes
Russians to renew their
interest in exchange
booths. Enterprising citi-
zens begin playing on
the difference in rates,
while the big-city popu-
lace remembers a for-
gotten rule: change your
salary into dollars as
soon as you receive it.

February 25, 2009
Ukraine’s ratings
are lowered
Standard & Poor’s lowers
Ukraine’s credit ratings
on foreign-currency
debts from B+ to ССС+/С,
leaving the negative
forecast intact. As a re-
sult, Ukraine receives the
lowest rating in Europe,
and an IMF anti-crisis
loan is the only viable
option. Among all bor-
der-area countries, the
situation in Ukraine ap-
pears most problematic,
though IMF representa-
tives argue that a default
is unlikely.

02.09 03.09 04.09 05.09

February 2009
Citigroup nationalized
U.S. lawmakers an-
nounce their readiness to
nationalize Citigroup, the
world’s largest financial
corporation, following a
95% drop in the compa-
ny’s capitalization, ren-
dering the former finan-
cial titan a problem asset
requiring government in-
tervention. 

February 4, 2009
The tenge is
devalued
The National Bank of
Kazakhstan halts its sup-
port of the tenge and
devalues the currency
by 23%. Prior to Febru-
ary 2009, Kazakhstan
was one of only a few
countries where the na-
tional currency gave no
ground to the dollar. De-
valuation became neces-
sary in order to even out
the balance of payments
and compensate for the
drop in the oil price.
Many economists view
the one-off devaluation
as insufficient, arguing
for a 50% drop. 

March 2009
Collapse of U.S.
indexes 
American stock market
indexes plunge to their
1997 level. To the aston-
ishment of everyone
who thought the bottom
was reached late last
year, the Dow Jones in-
dex drops to 6807.34
points. The index drops
52% relative to its peak
of 14198.1, reached two
years ago. The S&P 500
index likewise drops by
50%. Some investors
fear that that the grim
days of late 2008 were
just the beginning. 

To be continued...

April 2009
Stating the results of
the financial year
Results on the financial
year are calculated,
evincing major changes
in the global balance of
power. Everyone is now
poorer: capitalization at
the 500 largest compa-
nies in the world has
lowered by nearly 40%,
reaching 
$17.5 trillion. Based on
capitalization estimates,
Russia drops from 8th
place to 12th place.
Gazprom loses nearly
66% in value (reaching
$106 bln), dropping from
5th place to 30th. LUKOIL
and Rosneft lose half
their value, while Sber-
bank and VTB lose close
to 75%. A cursory glance
at the list of the world’s
20 biggest companies is
sufficient to grasp the
magnitude of change. In
particular, the top three
spots go to Chinese com-
panies. American compa-
nies are reduced from
five to three. Citibank,
the leader in last year’s
ranking, has disappeared
from the list entirely.

April 2, 2009
London G20 Summit
The latest G20 summit —
a conference of finance
ministers and central
bank heads representing
the 19 biggest national
economies plus the EU —
took place in April 2009
in London, where policy-
makers discussed the
global financial crisis and
appropriate measures to
prevent a global reces-
sion. G20 representatives
will reconvene in New
York in September 2009. 
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— What perspectives do you see in the cooper-
ation of Troika and Standard Bank?
— I can look to a number of perspectives
where our cooperation can lead to significant
opportunities. At an organizational level, as
two significant financial services players in im-
portant emerging markets, there are substan-
tial opportunities for us to cooperate to grow
both our businesses in our respective markets
and for our mutual benefit.
From the perspective of our individual teams we
believe that there are opportunities for skills and
knowledge transfer between ourselves, particu-
larly in areas where one of the partners has par-
ticular expertise or market strength. It will be
important that we build strong relationships be-
tween individuals in our two organizations to
cement the benefits of the partnership. The fact
that Standard Bank’s Russian operation will be-
come a part of the Troika group, with the neces-
sary regulatory approvals, is a key part of this
perspective. It will create a link between the
two organizations of people who are closely af-
filiated with and understand both organizations,
and can ensure that the right people work with
each other to ensure our cooperation succeeds.
From a geographic perspective we are con-
vinced that, despite the current global crisis,
the structural changes in capital and trade
flows will endure. By this I mean that direct
‘South-South’ flows between major developing
economies without the intermediation of the
major western financial centers will continue to
grow. Together with our shareholder ICBC our
cooperation positions us uniquely to capture
the opportunity in the major flows between
China, Africa and Russia.
Products are another area where our partner-
ship can benefit. For instance Standard Bank has
an acknowledged competency in natural re-
sources. Russia remains a country with major
extractive industries, again our cooperation

should enable us to add significant value in the
Russian market, if we can leverage off the right
relationships.

— How did you come to the decision to strike
the deal?
— Bear in mind that Standard Bank’s vision
was always to create a leading financial serv-
ices provider in Russia, offering both a strong
domestic platform as well as an international
platform with global sector experience and the
ability to connect Russian clients to cross bor-
der investors and other corporations.
Over the last years we had been actively con-
sidering opportunities to grow our presence in
Russia. As a result we knew what the opportu-
nities were, and what type of institution, skills
and management were required to unlock these
opportunities in Russia. We had also determined
that in the current environment you ideally
wanted to be partnered with a local institution
as opposed to going it alone, particularly if your
objective was to be one of the larger and more
significant institutions in this market.
Although the decision was finally taken
through a process of discussion and approval
by both our Group Executive Committee and
Standard Bank’s Board of Directors, it was the
support and commitment of our international
management team to the agreed transaction
which was key.

— Why Troika?
— Standard Bank has known, interacted and
done business with Troika for some years and
had formed a view of it as a top quality business
with excellent people and a strong franchise in
Russia. Our executives had built good personal
relationships with Ruben and his team.
As I mentioned we had been considering oppor-
tunities for strengthening and growing our Russ-
ian business acquiring or partnering with a Russ-
ian entity for some time. Therefore we saw it as
fortuitous that Troika had around the same time
reached the conclusion that it made business
sense to expand its banking interests.

In the end a partnership will only be successful
if the partners share a common vision and have
respect and belief in each other. I believe we do
share a common vision of building a wider, more
robust, and leading financial services institution.
Our understanding of Troika’s business, con-
firmed by our due diligence, is that there is
there is a high level of complementarities
 between our two businesses in Russia. This
means that the merger of our Russian opera-
tions should enable the two businesses to
leverage off one another to access new clients
and markets. Accordingly, we see the transac-
tion as being a positive one providing a spring-
board for growth.

— What is your opinion about the current situa-
tion on the Russian market?
— Markets all over the world have passed
through a period of extreme volatility and in-
vestors and other economic agents are uncer-
tain about the implications of the global eco-
nomic and financial crisis and when it will end.
This makes it risky and challenging to make in-
vestment decisions but offers almost unprece-
dented opportunities to well capitalized financial
services groups that can invest wisely to benefit
from the recovery that will come. We are look-
ing forward to jointly pursuing expansion oppor-
tunities that will arise from this partnership.
Clearly we have a difficult environment and
challenging financial architecture developing
throughout the globe. The financial crisis is with-
out doubt the deepest and widest any of us
have had to contend with before. It probably
will be deeper than any since the Great Depres-
sion of 1930s and I was not around then! This
crisis has deprived enterprises from the credit
necessary for their operations leading to a glob-
al decline in demand. In turn this has led to sig-
nificant declines in commodity prices, which
have affected Russia particularly severely. This
has been made worse by the concentration and
structural reliance of Russian institutions on
cross border financing. Recovery certainly will
take some time. However there is reason for

“It is important to build
strong team relationships
between our companies”

Jacko Maree,
CEO, Standard Bank
Group

Specially for The Troiker!



guarded optimism, as global stimulus programs
slowly take effect, and due to the fact that
Russian state finances are in far better shape
than many countries, and certainly far better
than in the last crisis in 1998.
More important, our view on Russia has not
changed because of this crisis. Standard Bank
has been operating in Russia for more than
10 years now, and on a number of occasions
we proved our strong commitment to the mar-
ket, belief in its potential and dedication to
long-term relationships with our clients. We
were one of the few international banks who
did not withdraw or reduce its activities in Rus-
sia during the 1998 crisis. In the last 3 years our
business in Russia has almost tripled. Today, in
this rapidly changing environment, we look to
our partnership with Troika as laying the foun-
dation for us, together, elaborating an integrat-
ed banking model that would enable the re-
newed entity to capitalize on the current situa-
tion to emerge stronger, larger, and more rele-
vant for our clients.

— What possible scenarios do you see for the
development of our cooperation?
— We are optimistic for the prospects of our co-
operation but are conscious of the rapidly
changing nature of the world at present, which
complicates scenario planning.
If we look to the objectives of the partnership
they should be: firstly, to enable the creation
of a leading financial services provider in Rus-
sia, offering both a strong investment banking
platform, as well as banking services to corpo-
rates and individuals. Secondly, to cement the
relationship between Standard Bank and Troi-
ka by ‘delivering’ Standard Bank to Russia and
Russia, through Troika, to Standard Bank’s
global network and set of relationships. This
will enable the creation of a robust domestic
platform as well as an international platform
with global sector experience and the ability
to connect Russian clients to cross border in-
vestors and other corporations. The existing
business lines of Troika and Standard Bank’s
Russian franchise will be maintained and ex-
panded as the knowledge, talent and relation-
ships that exist across the two entities are
leveraged. Synergy is an often-used, and per-
haps abused, word, but we believe it has rele-
vance to what we’re aiming for here, which
is to create a partnership which significantly
expands on our previous capabilities.
I guess that the “worst case” scenario for us is
that business cooperation doesn’t really gain
traction and that our future role remains that
of only a financial investor. The “best case” sce-
nario for us is for us to jointly pursue growth op-
portunities in Russia that will bring us closer to-
gether as partners and allow each of the part-
ners to broaden and deepen the range of areas

in which they can add value. Of course Standard
Bank has a significant capital base and a share-
holder in ICBC which is willing to support further
growth. As a result one could see a scenario
where we expanded our interest in Troika to fa-
cilitate the partnership to secure further growth
opportunities. However, we are very happy with
the structure we have agreed and look forward
to obtaining regulatory approval.

— What are the global plans of Standard Bank?
— Standard Bank's focus has remained firmly
fixed on being a full-service financial services
player in our home market, South Africa, and
using this experience to build strong opera-
 tions in chosen markets in Africa, and in other
emerging markets, particularly those with links
to Africa.
In 1987 British-based Standard Chartered Bank
sold its 39% share in Standard Bank, making
the bank a totally South African-owned institu-
tion for the first time in its 125-year existence.
This propelled the bank to develop an interna-
tional strategy of its own. In November 1992
Standard Bank acquired the operations of
ANZ Grindlays Bank in eight African countries,
adding to its existing presence in Swaziland
and Botswana. Also in 1992, Standard Bank
London was officially launched. Since then the
bank has, mostly through organic growth, and

a few key acquisitions, developed into the
emerging markets franchise which it is today —
represented in 17 countries in Africa and 16
countries outside of Africa. We have existing
operations in the key developing markets of
Brazil, Turkey, Russia and China.
The group is a diverse financial services busi-
ness which operates within three business
units: Personal & Business Banking, Corporate
& Investment Banking and Investment Man-
agement & Life Insurance.
In 2007, Industrial and Commercial Bank of Chi-
na (ICBC), the biggest bank in the world today,
agreed to acquire a 20% shareholding in Stan-
dard Bank. The transaction, which at the time
was the single biggest investment into Africa
and the largest investment by a Chinese com-
pany outside of China, created an anchor share-
holder for Standard Bank — one that was sup-
portive of our next phase of growth. The trans-
action established a financial services gateway
between China and Africa and allowed us,
through the injection of capital, to accelerate
our international strategy. The Troika transac-
tion is an example of the use of capital that
was provided through the ICBC deal.
Russia, along with our significant investments
in Brazil and other emerging markets, is a cor-
nerstone of our strategy to build a pre-eminent
emerging markets focused institution.
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— What are the prospects for the partnership
between Troika and Standard Bank?
— I think they are unique. We are talking about
the possible creation of a new global player in
conditions of a new and different global finan-
cial system. The partnership, formed between
two key financial organizations in their respec-
tive countries, gives Troika a considerable edge
over our competitors. We want 1+1 to produce
not just a 3, but a 4 or a 5.
There are many aspects to the partnership be-
tween Standard Bank and Troika. The first is
geography. The world is rapidly changing, and
we perceive rising significance in the two-way
financial currents between Russia and Africa,

Russia and China, and, looking ahead, between
Russia and India, and the Middle East and Rus-
sia. I am sure that our knowledge of Russia
and the CIS countries together with Standard
Bank’s knowledge of South Africa and Africa
will help us create the optimal model to parlay
this knowledge and experience into a success-
ful business model.
The second aspect is commercial banking. It’s
no secret that many commercial banks were
busier with investments than they were with
rendering quality commercial banking services.
This led to serious problems following the stock
market drops. Thus, there is immense potential
for the partnership in the area of quality banking

“The Partner-
ship opens
unique oppor-
tunities for us”

Ruben Vardanian,
Chairman of the
Board of Directors
of Troika Dialog
Group 



services. Together with Standard Bank, we will
offer clients a new caliber of commercial bank-
ing services. Our partner has a thorough under-
standing of commercial banking operations on
emerging markets; they built this business sys-
tematically in South Africa. The partnership has
presented us with a great opportunity to create
a successful commercial bank.
And the third aspect. We expect our product
line to expand considerably under the  part -
nership with Standard Bank. Facilitating this
process will be Standard Bank’s immense
knowledge and experience in trading raw
 materials, fixed income instruments, and
 other structured products. Of course, our
strengths will help too — trading stocks and
derivative  instruments relating to stock trad-
ing, our expertise regarding M&A deals and
debt financing, as well as asset management.
Here we could see mutual penetration and in-
creased product lines. All of this opens fantas-
tic possibilities.

— How did you reach the decision to complete
the deal?
— We always believed that Troika should be
looking several years into the future. Last fall,
it became obvious that the investment baking
business built on the brokerage platform was
in for some challenging times, and the switch
to a banking platform was the clear, inevitable
choice. In this situation, we considered all the
viable options going forward: from becoming
a “boutique” bank to joining up with a big
commercial bank.Eventually we returned to
the partnership scenario with Standard Bank,
which we had considered before the crisis.
What makes this deal unique is that Standard
Bank, first of all, is a partner with immense
experience in commercial banking. Second,
this partner can help us expand our product
line considerably. Third, it is a partner whom
we trust. We saw that it was time to act in
defiance of all the pessimism that was then
ruling over the market. Being prepared for
the market’s return was the strength that
we wanted to use then and the one that
we are using now.

— Why Standard Bank?
— A partnership is a lot like a marriage, two
partners agreeing to share a common life.
No matter how detailed the marriage contract,
life will prove itself richer and more complex.
Unless you share the same values and views
on life, partnership is impossible. Meanwhile,

large corporate structures struggle to find sta-
ble partners in a constantly shifting situation.
This is why Standard Bank is unique. For the
past 20 years, the management team headed
by Jacko Maree has directed and built the
company as an independent and professional
financial institute operating on emerging mar-
kets. Thus we are quite similar.
While building its business, Standard Bank had
to deal with tough obstacles and the complex
relations between South Africa and the inter-
national community. Similarly, we had to face
a lot of doubt in Russia. The accomplishments
of both companies have earned the respect
of partners and international institutes alike.
Troika and Standard Bank were able to pre-
serve their key professionals as well as the
trust existing among them. We have identical
views on immediate profits as well as long-
term ones. The surprising compatibility of
views and mutual trust guaranteed the suc-
cess of this unusual deal, which, by the way,
was finished in record time. We were always
very serious about our strategic planning
work. In 2007, we began reviewing several
models for Troika’s possible development, in-
cluding the model of creating a joint platform
with local champions in other countries. Stan-
dard Bank was one of the first banks we spoke
with about this idea prior to any of the crisis-
related events.
One important factor was Standard Bank’s
completion in 2007 of a deal with the ICBC,
the world’s largest bank by capitalization.
The ICBC decided to expand in Africa through
a partnership with a major local player rather
than building an independent structure. We re-
ceived confirmation that we were not alone
in this strategic view.

— What is your opinion regarding the current
situation on the Russian market?
— Russia is a surprising and complex country
where it is very difficult to make any predic-
tions. Furthermore, the present crisis is more
than just a crisis — it is systemic and world-
changing. The global market is constantly
shifting in multiple directions. In Russia, the
stock market is directly dependent upon oil
prices. In addition, the bane of our economy
continues to be high inflation. We are pleased
with the movement taking place on the mar-
ket, but it is necessary to understand that
many economic issues still aren’t resolved, so
we have to be prepared for any changes, even
the sharpest and most unexpected ones.

— What scenarios for the development of the
partnership with Standard Bank do you see?
— The minimal task in our work with Standard
Bank is to create the strongest financial group
in Russia, rendering competitively viable serv-
ices to Russian and Western corporations as
well as wealthy private clients. The biggest
possible task is to create together a new kind
of financial institute incorporating champion
companies from different countries, such as
the ICBC, whom we could work with to com-
pete with global players.
It would be unfortunate if Standard Bank were
to become just an ordinary shareholder, a finan-
cial investor with money placed in Troika. This
isn’t why we completed the deal. I’m certain,
however, that we can avoid this, given the level
of trust and understanding existing between
management at Troika and Standard Bank. Of
course, it is important that we secure approval
from the regulators as soon as possible, and we
hope that this will happen by late summer —
early fall. In addition, we have to finish ratifying
the banking strategy we are drafting together,
and to start implementing it as soon as possi-
ble. By late June we should have this strategy
ratified, so we can start implementing it early
in 2010. It is likewise important that we finish
integrating ZAO Standard Bank into Troika Dia-
log Group by the end of the year.

— What plans does Troika have globally?
— Troika’s global plans include several tasks.
The first is to continue work on our key busi-
ness lines and key client groups. During these
challenging times, one of our priorities should
be to render quality services to all of our clients.
In addition, we have to finish the reorganizing
work that we started last year. And of course,
clearing up all of our accumulated problems will
take place in parallel. Task number-two is to
create the new Troika, including a newly-inte-
grated ZAO Standard Bank. This also needs
to happen in the coming months, and I hope
we will finish integration by early 2010. The
third task is to review the possibilities for glob-
al work, finding a development model relating
to Russia, and also utilizing the capabilities of
Standard Bank and the ICBC. The model should
be implemented as soon as possible. With
everyone busy thinking about survival, we have
to attract the best there is on the market.
 Troika made it through the crisis successfully
thanks to its longstanding development plan
and its system of values and relationships built
upon trust and a long-term view into the future.
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— How will the stock market develop in
2009–2011?
— The Russian stock market is a mirror image
of the real sector, only this takes place indi-
rectly, through Western markets, unlike in
most countries. Russian market trends are
closely bound to two figures: the oil price and
indexes on Western stock markets. Unlike the
Russian stock market, Western trading plat-
forms are a mirror image of the real sector
of the American economy, causing fluctuations
in global prices on raw materials (oil, metals,
etc.). And so on down the chain.
Why does this matter? The Russian stock
market took a hit last fall at the same time as
global stock markets. The crisis reached the
real sector of the economy only half a year
later, manifesting itself most strongly in the
first quarter of 2009. So, recovery on the
Russian market will trace recovery on the
American market. And, considering that we
expect the U.S. economy to resume growth
by the end of 2009, as well as the fact that
stock markets react to such events following
a six-month lag, the small growth that we are
seeing now is an indication of future stability
in our economy.

— Has Troika Dialog’s development strategy
for 2012 been changed at all?
— At our most recent strategic session in May,
we reached the conclusion that the numbers
we formulated a few years back are correct.
Only they won’t be achieved by 2012. The cri-
sis has pushed the timeframe back by at least
2-3 years. So we probably won’t reach them
until 2015. Troika Dialog has boosted its status
in the present situation. On the one hand, the
market has been whittled down. On the other

hand, our company is currently acting as
a center of consolidation for the entire indus-
try, gradually absorbing clients left behind by
former competitors after their departure from
the market.

— Has the situation with private banking
changed at all?
— Our clients not only invest in the stock mar-
ket, but in other assets as well (their own
businesses, real estate), and serious losses
were recorded in each of these segments.
Today, every entrepreneur is facing a daunt-
ing task: what should he support first of all —
his business, investments in family infrastruc-
ture (residences, etc.) or restoring liquid sav-
ings? Of course, many clients are currently
withdrawing assets from anywhere and every-
where in order to refinance of their own busi-
nesses. This trend has caused demand for in-
vestment services to drop. However, the op-
posite trend is also observed: businessmen,
those who lost money in various segments
(including in banks that went bankrupt), are
currently seeking professional advice about
how to preserve what is left. And this is caus-
ing demand to rise.
The battle between these two trends has
come to a head. In the second quarter, we
 already see the second trend taking the edge,
as cash inflows have picked up noticeably.
Clients understand that we are one of the few
asset management companies in stable condi-
tion, having preserved our core of profession-
als responsible for new products and superior
customer service.

— How important is the partnership with
Standard Bank to the company?
— First, this organization possesses the kind of
enormous infrastructure necessary for private
banking operations. This will be a major bene-
fit to our clients. Second, we have included
Standard Bank in drafting work on new struc-

tured products. Standard Bank is one of the
biggest banks in the world, not to mention
its strong balance, which we will be able to
use in the same manner that we use the bal-
ances of other major financial institutes. Lastly,
Troika Dialog, the biggest producer of invest-
ment products, has something to offer any
global investor. In particular, products relating
to the stock market, real estate, private equity,
debt instruments. So, utilizing the help of Stan-
dard Bank, we will be able to sell our products
in Latin America and Africa, just like we are
selling them now in Japan and Europe.
The private banking model implemented by
Troika Dialog is in high demand in two other
countries where Standard Bank operates:
Turkey and Argentina. Our matrix model can
be implemented there too.

— What challenges is the company currently
facing?
— Right now we have to acknowledge that
the crisis has led to serious changes in our
business: our clients will require new products
and they will be ready to pay different com-
pensation. The important thing is to keep your
head tuned in and to be the first to compre-
hend what the investment banking business
will be like following the crisis.

Pavel Teplukhin,
Managing Director,
Troika Dialog Group,
Chairman of the Board
of Troika Dialog Asset
Management 

Full versions of the interviews are available on the Intranet

“We need to be the first
to comprehend the post-
crisis investment business”
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— The economic crisis has affected financial
markets most of all, especially the private eq-
uity sector. Do you see any signs of recovery?
Has the market hit bottom?
— All of us are looking to the ruble strengthen-
ing, the rising oil price, and growing financial
indexes as reasons for optimism. However,
the companies that we invested in largely de-
pended upon consumer demand — financial
companies, retail, amusement companies and
more. Of course our portfolio companies are
experiencing challenging times, like the rest
of the market. The crisis will reach different
levels in different sectors, but it would proba-
bly be premature to say that we have reached
bottom or that demand seems to be nearing
its pre-crisis levels.

— Rosstat has recorded a steep drop in manu-
facturing output in Russia. Do you agree that
now is not the best time for private equity
 investments in Russian businesses?
— In my opinion, the crisis also creates oppor-
tunities and brings many things into line with
reality. For example, company valuations and
the expectations of proprietors are brought
into line with the amount of available capital.
Clearly, when the market was overheated and
had reached its peak, company valuations
were extremely high. Just look at the EBITDA
multiples from those days. Obviously a serious
correction has occurred. As for individual in-
dustries and companies, today is a favorable
time for investing, because business entry
terms are far better than before the crisis. On
the one hand, if private equity funds had suffi-
cient available cash, they easily could invest it
in companies, so long as the lessons learned
from the crisis regarding deal structure and the
risks that were ignored under the growing
market are taken into consideration. On the

other hand, the private equity funds them-
selves are experiencing difficulties with financ-
ing. Investors cannot make so-called capital
calls — paying one’s share in a deal — because
investment processes have been breached
along the entire chain. Funds that were plan-
ning to withdraw from previous investments
either haven’t done this yet or had to delay
their plans. Also, an acute capital deficiency
has occurred. But in theory right now is as
good a time as any to enter company equity.

— Last year, Troika Dialog opened its third
private equity fund. At the time, experts
 estimated Troika’s private equity portfolio
at more than $2.5 bln. Were these figures
ever reached? Or has the crisis caused
 readjustments?
— No, they weren’t ever reached. We man-
aged to launch the third private equity fund,
which was planned at a size of $850 mln to
$1 bln. On August 8 of last year, we made our
first closing in the amount of $150 mln, believ-
ing that subsequent   tranches would be closed
in October — December. Following the events
of August — September, we halted long-term
fundraising, withheld from all investing, and,
of course, stopped taking commission from in-
vestors. Basically, the entire situation was put
on hold while the situation remained unclear.
By March it was clear that most investors
were not interested in investing or didn’t have
the capabilities to act upon their intentions.
We therefore decided to disband the fund in
April. This led to certain consequences for the
team, which reconvened under a new fund.

— When do you expect the situation on the
private equity market to turn around?
— From six months to two years from now.
Then we will attempt to create a new private
equity platform together with Standard Bank
and its shareholders.

— You sit on the Board of Directors at AVTO-
VAZ and KAMAZ. What is the situation right

now in the auto industry? Are investors inter-
ested in the Russian auto majors?
— It must be kept in mind that Troika has two
business lines. We have already spoken about
private equity funds. The framework with
 AVTOVAZ and KAMAZ is different. This area
relates to merchant banking and investments
raised from Troika’s own capital. Our role in-
volves consolidating major stakes in these
companies by purchasing shares from the
market. Once the stakes are consolidated,
they are partially sold off to foreign strategic
investors, such as Renault and Daimler, making
them partners of AVTOVAZ and KAMAZ re-
spectively in terms of manufacturing technolo-
gy, sales, finances and supplies. Obviously,
building technological partnerships with  stra -
tegic investors is the most important goal.
 Furthermore, KAMAZ and AVTOVAZ remain
public companies with shares in free float.
We, together with management and other
shareholders in these companies, aim to cre-
ate growth in capitalization. Each company
has selected its own strategic investor by
creating an exclusive alliance.
Generally speaking, every business no matter
how large is facing a time for survival. Apart
from differences in scale, it’s basically the
same scenario everywhere: focus on surviv-
ing now, then stabilizing later, and when the
market reopens — hopefully in two or three
years — entering into a new growth cycle. For
now everyone is in the first phase, when ex-
penses must be reduced, debt restructured,
etc. Every situation is different, however. For
example, KAMAZ and AVTOVAZ have a critical
need for government support measures. In the
case of KAMAZ, this includes tariffs and state
orders, while AVTOVAZ requires demand stim-
ulus and auto loans with state-subsidized in-
terest rates and direct government aid.

— Which businesses were hit hardest by the
crisis? Which the least?
— Here’s the overall principle: the more bor-
rowing any company did in the form of bank

“The crisis is opening
new opportunities”

Sergei Skvortsov, 
Managing Director, Troika
Dialog Group, President of
Troika Capital Partners

Interview New Troika 

Development Strategy



— In the turbulent economy, many are saying
that investment companies will have to
change their strategy. Has this topic been dis-
cussed recently at Troika?
— A three-day strategic session took place in
May, where Troika Dialog’s management dis-
cussed the company’s strategy for the next
three years. We confirmed the company’s main
postulates regarding business growth and stay-
ing independent. Our partnership with Standard
Bank does not make us affiliated with any ma-
jor financial or industrial group. We are well
aware of the reduced business volumes in our
core areas, but we aren’t withdrawing from
any of them. Also, we are trying to find syner-
gy with our new partner by developing servic-
es that previously were not represented in our
portfolio. Just recently, a small delegation
headed by Ruben flew to China, where we met
with Standard Bank’s Chinese business and
with the ICBC, Standard Bank’s largest share-
holder and the biggest bank in the world.
Meetings were held with Chinese companies
representing the oil and metallurgies industries,
as well as with the ICBC and other financial in-
stitutes. This may lead to partnership possibili-
ties in both Russia and China, and maybe the
African continent as well. This would involve,
on the one hand, participation by Russian
companies with their expertise in the oil and
gas and metallurgies sectors, and on the other
hand participation by the ICBC and Standard
Bank with their balances and capabilities to fi-
nance and bridge various deals. Many new op-
portunities are opening, and our task is to get
the most from them.

— What should the focus be?
— I repeat that all of our business lines remain
intact, and that all of our traditional divisions

are continuing their work. It’s true, however,
that the focus is changing. For example, it
would be na ve to expect the kind of IPOs we
saw in 2007. Still, there are great opportunities
for M&A deals right now, particularly with dis-
tressed assets, but in other areas like non-cash
deals as well. All of these possibilities are in-
triguing, to say the least.
For quite a while, equity investors held their
money in debt instruments, preferring these
over stocks both in terms of yield and reliabili-
ty. Now, however, interest in corporate equity
is rising. Inspired by the recent growth on
Russian and global stock markets, investors
are lining up for the rewards. I’m guessing
this is a temporary rally involving speculators’
funds. But the money is out there, and our job
as an investment bank is to catch it.
As for the New Projects Group, I can say that
venture investments are growing. One year
ago, when we had money and a strategy was
in place, there weren’t any portfolio compa-
nies. As of today, however, we have invested
in seven companies. All of them are highly
promising, and many in recent times have
 acquired quite a good name for themselves.
This is inspiring. Our task is not to lose them
during the financial crisis, and to guarantee
new rounds of financing with our own mon-
ey, or to bring in new investors. And we are
aiming by the end of the third quarter to
make investments in three more companies.
The number of portfolio companies will
thereby reach ten.

— What else is your New Projects Group in-
volved in?
— The Group was formed in fall 2008. It is high-
ly eclectic in composition, because there are
many different interests involved here. For
 example, we concentrate on different “special
situations” concerning assets that we or our

loans or other debt instruments, the more
it was affected by the turmoil. Meanwhile,
smaller companies that were either free of
debt or borrowed for operational purposes
rather than new acquisitions suffered less.

— What can Troika’s share sale to South
Africa’s Standard Bank be attributed to? Does
this reflect the current trend in the U.S. where-
by the investment banks hit hardest by the
crisis are becoming commercial banks?
— In America this mostly has to do with the
regulators. Investment banks are becoming
commercial banks in order to gain access to
the Fed’s resources and the U.S. government.
It should also be noted that today (compared
with last fall), the view of investment banking
is much more optimistic. There are more indi-
cations that investment banking can be pre-
served and developed in its pure form, of
course accounting for the adjustments made
by so large a crisis, and provided an objective
estimation of assets and risks. As for the deal
with Standard Bank, the crisis caused adjust-
ments to its valuation and structure. But, in
spite of the crisis, the two sides understood
that Troika and Standard Bank complement
each other. Standard Bank strives for leader-
ship on emerging markets, while Troika is the
undisputed leader on Russia’s financial market.
Therefore, it was perfectly clear that we could
achieve synergy following the deal.

— Does this mean that Troika is heading
straight for the banking business and debt
markets?
— Absolutely, according to the terms of the
deal, we, together with Standard Bank, aim
to develop commercial banking in Russia.
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Andrei Sharonov,
Managing Director,
Troika Dialog Group,
New Business
Opportunities Group
Head
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“New areas
of expertise
are being
created”
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clients have invested in. We can also work
with our clients’ assets, in which case we act
as an intermediary. A major part of our work
is corporate debt owed to banks. Another area
is ongoing work with infrastructure projects.
We have already invested in the National
Container Company, where we have a 5%
stake as well as options to increase our share
or withdraw our investment with a fixed prof-
it. It should be noted that the federal, regional,
and municipal powers are interested in infra-
structure investments — both transport and
residential — and we are actively working in
this area. For example, we have a statement
of intent in place with France’s Veolia, the
largest company in the world in terms of resi-
dential-communal infrastructure management,
and also with its subsidiary Dalkia. As for trans-
port projects, we have several small contracts
in the TsKAD project.
Early on, there was a lot of hope regarding
work with the state, especially concerning
a proposal for a fund to assist the real sector
by purchasing debt instruments from different
companies. The initiative, however, didn’t find
any support with the government. It’s true
that we can’t cite any examples of successful
teamwork with the state so far as profitable
deals are concerned. But we have accelerated
our work relating to changes in legislature: we
worked with other departments on a packet of
amendments to tax legislature including per-
sonal income taxes, the VAT and tax on prof-
its. The amendments should benefit the asset
management market.
We also managed to secure approval on a num-
ber of amendments to the set of laws con-
cerning venture funds. In particular, manage-
ment fees are rising as well as investment vol-
umes in single companies, allowing us to se-
lect bigger portfolio companies.

— How is Troika Dialog working with the state
during the crisis? Is the company prepared to
help with strategic planning? Or is it purely fi-
nancial work such as raising investments and
restructuring debt?
— Our Group traditionally has held strong posi-
tions in the regions. At the same time, in some
regions the expectations regarding partnership
with Troika are unrealistic. In particular, local
authorities seem to prefer direct investments
over portfolio investments. They say, “Look,
here’s a building site, now raise the necessary
investments and build a factory.” This isn’t
quite our specialty. We can only participate in

the project if it has an anchor investor and
a proprietor, as well as a name capable of
 attracting investments. This is where Troika
comes in — attracting investments from the
Russian and global markets.
In addition, regional powers sometimes mis-
take us for a consulting company capable of
strategic planning work. This isn’t our job ei-
ther, but we try not to reject such proposals
out of hand. Instead, we seek partners whose
spheres of expertise and expectations would
make a better match with these proposals.
 Actually, we have to watch these situations,
since these strategies can offer opportunities
for investment banking services.

— When Troika signs partnership agreements
in the regions, are these moves for image’s
sake? Or is this a profitable area of business?
— Right now, I would say this is mostly for
 image. But this is just one of the things that
can lead to mandates for administrative loan
placements and financing deals with big re-
gional corporations. This has already hap-
pened in several cases. We also work with
these companies directly, of course. PR cam-
paigns with regional politicians are important,
because they impact how people perceive us.

— What is a higher priority right now: explor-
ing new regions like before, or becoming for-
tified in the regions where agreements are
 already in place?
— We will consider every possibility, but I would
say that Troika is already represented in all of
the more or less interesting regions. Some-
times we go half-way on proposals from local
authorities, who also like to send positive sig-
nals and point out that the directors from one
of Russia’s leading companies flew in from
Moscow to sign an agreement. These image
moves may be reduced in number, but the ex-
penses are minimal, and it’s something we
won’t rule out.

— Now a question about staff. In a recent
magazine article, out of work financial spe-
cialists voice complaints such as “there won’t
be any jobs in the next few years,” and that
new expertise must be acquired. In your opin-
ion, what areas of expertise are most in de-
mand on today’s market?
— In my opinion, it’s always possible to gain
new expertise and acquire new skills, for ex-
ample — work with distressed assets, like we
mentioned before. In addition, Troika is cur-

rently overtaking a bank, and it takes certain
expertise to create synergy between invest-
ment banks and commercial banks. Another
growing area is infrastructure investments.
In my view, this is a long-term topic, since
there are very few specialists in the world
 capable of conjoining the interests of two
 disparate sides like, for instance, a teacher-in-
vestor from the U.S. and a drainage canal in
the city of Uryupinsk. However, in theory it is
possible to create a financial mechanism that
would create strong yield under reasonable
risks, and one that would make infrastructure
projects more transparent and predictable in
terms of tariff regulation, how the authorities
behave, and corporate transparency. This is an
untilled field requiring a lot of work and a mar-
ket of unfathomable dimensions.

— What do you enjoy most of all in your
work? Considering that investment banking
isn’t the most stable business right now,
do you regret leaving the government two
years ago?
— No, I don’t regret it. I didn’t come to Troika
thinking that it would be growth all the time.
The point was to enter the financial sector and
to try to achieve something. And the crisis has
led to new expertise, offering opportunities to
work on a “down” market. In addition to my
work with the New Projects Group, I work with
the debt and equity markets, and also with
M&A projects, lobbying for potential deals.
The crisis is a time of opportunities. This might
sound trifling to some, but it’s a call to action
for others. I think Troika is among the latter.

Full versions of the interviews are available on the Intranet
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— What are the most important trends in the
global economy, and how will these deter-
mine events in Russia and elsewhere for the
next 1.5 years?
— Despite the enormous shock last fall, in
my opinion, what the global economy has
so far paid for its accumulated mistakes is in-
commensurate with the level of the accumu-
lated problems, and I think that we still have
something left to pay. The colossal cash infu-
sions into the economy in general and into
problem banks in particular — especially in
the U.S. — have yet to reach the end con-
sumers. But it has to reach them eventually,
and once it does, one way of making “final
payment” might be through inflation. It proba-
bly won’t reach double digits, but growth is
certainly possible.
This is actually a positive scenario for Russia,
as the economy is dependent upon export
prices, and growth in the cost of raw mate-
 rials (albeit inflationary) will bring greater
amounts of money into Russia. Inflationary
processes will also enable growth on finan-
 cial markets across the world. I look upon
the future with optimism.

— How do you view the current global finan-
cial market and its component processes?
Many financial institutes were bailed out by
governments, but following the allocation of
taxpayer funds it was quickly discovered that
the help wasn’t for free. Various limitations
had to be set up, in particular — limiting the
sum of bonuses. In a world where a football
star or a talented doctor can earn lots of mon-
ey, it is very difficult to restrict the amount of
money earned by successful financiers. Even
if this were to happen, the most talented ones
would certainly resign and set up their own
businesses, which would then compete suc-
cessfully with the state-controlled banks.

— Governments in some countries are cur-
rently changing regulation, trying to increase

market transparency while establishing con-
trol over risks. Is this prudent right now?
— Certain market segments require a high de-
gree of transparency, for example — instru-
ments that hedge lending risks. Control doesn’t
need to be increased, but improved.

— Which model of the investment banking
business do you consider optimal, and what
would you say regarding the primary and sec-
ondary markets in coming years?
— I think that the investment business should be
constructed as intermediary. If large volumes of
non-liquid positions are avoided, as well as big
differences between the liquidity of one’s assets
and funding, and provided a limited appetite on
your own positions, you have every opportunity
to develop successfully. As for separate market
segments, in my opinion, under a positive sce-
nario the primary markets might begin working
again this year, then activity will pick up slightly
in 2010, and the market will reach normal levels
in 2011. The secondary market will be supported
by trade volumes, and also through inflationary
processes. Volatility likely will remain high, and
there will be elements of both risk and new
 opportunities. Although these are challenging
times for the market and the tempest will flare
up occasionally, the tsunami has already deliv-
ered its biggest blow.

— Some experts are predicting a second wave
of the crisis involving a spike in bad loans and
businesses going bankrupt from insolvency.
Do you share this view?
— I sometimes think that the people who are
saying these things missed out on the recent
growth and want to see everything drop again;
then they would be able to buy everything
cheaply. A catastrophe is always possible, but
the chances are slim. Still, we shouldn’t deceive
ourselves — there is more adversity to come.

— What does Troika get out of the partnership
with Standard Bank?
— Both Troika and Standard Bank are prominent
structures, each with its strong points. Our part-
ner’s strengths include currency operations, in-

terest rates, and commercial banking, while
ours include investment banking and trading
operations with financial instruments. Apart
from an increased product offering for investors
and corporations alike, we can also consider
joint entries onto other emerging markets. The
partnership is already producing results. For ex-
ample, Standard Bank’s capital and ratings have
opened the way for deals that previously might
have been difficult to secure and perform.

— You just mentioned Troika’s activity on the
international arena. Can you tell us what lies
ahead for Troika’s companies in Ukraine and
Kazakhstan?
— There are different situations in Ukraine and
Kazakhstan, both of them complicated. Like
other market participants, we asked ourselves,
what should our strategy be? Based on our
discussions, we affirmed our long-term com-
mitment to these countries as well as to the
quality standards that set Troika apart. We re-
duced the number of employees in Ukraine
while leaving the main businesses intact. Troi-
ka is one of just a few non-Ukrainian compa-
nies to preserve research coverage of the
Ukrainian market, which our clients appreciate.

— Has Troika’s strategy for 2012 changed
 because of the crisis?
— I can speak about the two businesses that
I supervise over. The need for a new approach
is felt less acutely in Global Markets, since we
managed commit fewer errors than many of our
competitors. The model that we have always
upheld is oriented on the client business, on
trading volumes and on intermediary services.
In IB, our core values are people and work
methodology. We continue strengthening
both of these.
To summarize, I think that Troika’s operating
model has proved its strength during the crisis.
The world, however, is now radically different
and continues changing, so we have to be ef-
fective, quick and creative if we want to out-
perform the rest.
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Jacques Der
Megreditchian,
Managing Director,
Troika Dialog Group,
Head of Investment
Banking and Global
Markets 

“Effectiveness, speed
and creativity will help us
outperform the rest in this
new and changing world”

Full versions of the interviews are available on the Intranet
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Key Event The Russia Forum 2009

Behind the Scenes

The Russia Forum 2009!
Although there were challenges along the way, the event was held
to the Troika standard, the highest standard there is!

What are we going to do?
Our speakers are stuck in London! 

1,5months without days off

The second Russia Forum took place February 4–6
at the World Trade Center in Moscow. A final deci-
sion to hold the event was made in early Novem-
ber 2008, three months before the start of the Fo-
rum. Time and resources were scarce, the budget
was limited, and the standard was high. In a mat-
ter of weeks, both the concept and program were
in place, as well as a new Russia Forum brand. Speak-
ers were invited, hotels were reserved, invitations
were sent out to delegates, a website was created,
and an enormous amount of organizational work was
completed. Thanks to the team’s coordinated efforts,
its ability to work under constantly changing cir-
cumstances, and a sense of humor that shone
through when it seemed that all was lost, we did the

impossible. Not only did we repeat the success of
last year’s Forum, but we once again raised the bar
for events of this caliber in our company and in Rus-
sia in general. Everyone at Troika contributed to the
Forum’s success, and all of us can be proud. Whole
legions of people were involved in the preparation
and realization of the Forum.
True, there were amusing incidents and unfore-
seen circumstances along the way. Who could have
known, for example, that a snowstorm in London
would jeopardize our speakers’ flights? However,
our Ministry of Emergency Situations — the Event
Team — coped with everything. We would like to
thank everybody one more time for proving yet
again that Troikers can do anything! 
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What’s it like to be
in the speaker’s seat? 

OK, so when will the furniture come?

More than50.000messages answered. Average workday —16hours.



We thank everyone
who helped prepare
The Russia Forum
2009 
Marketing for the concept,
creative approach, and the
outstanding coordination

The Event Team for sleepless
nights, working seven days
a week, and absolutely
everything

CRM for implementing the
Event Management software
and their invaluable help with
registration

The Administrative
Department for accuracy,
efficiency, and their readiness
to help both day and night

The Research Department for
the highly relevant materials

The IT Department for solving
even the most difficult
technical issues and for
keeping all systems in working
order

The Call Center for staying on
the line

The President’s Office for the
active participation and support

The Financial Department for
the continuous cash flows,
the timely payment of bills
and for help controlling
the budget

The Security Department for
our peace of mind

PR for timely coverage of all
the Forum events

The Legal Department for the
timely preparation of all
necessary documents

GM & IB for organizing 826
meetings in 1:1 format

Private Banking, Private Equity
and PI&F for the support, care
and individual approach with
each client

To everyone who secured
guest speakers and kept
them happy!

The Event Management
Module
The Event Management Module, totally
new to Russia and completed in record
time — 2.5 months — is the optimal so-
lution for conducting marketing events
developed on the basis of the CRM
system Siebel 8.0.

The Event Management Module
assists in: 

Planning events; 
Overseeing participant invitations

and registration; 
Overseeing logistics tasks; 
Formulating event budgets and

keeping track of organizational
expenditures; 

Managing over participant lists; 
Creating participant reports, keeping

track of registration status, etc.

The Event Management Module was
one of many factors that helped the or-
ganizers of The Russia Forum 2009 con-
duct the event to the highest standard.

In addition, employees are offered
another new tool to conduct mass mail-
ings. Thanks to these technologies,
Troika remains ahead of the competi-
tion in these challenging times.
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Key Event The Russia Forum 2009

Behind the Scenes

Maybe send them through Paris? Boss, everything’s ready!

Тот самый снег

After6speakers were held up by a snowstorm, it took only1hour to seat them on different flights 
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It should turn on exactly as scheduled!

In two weeks,2cases of energy drinks were consumed as well as10 packs of sedatives;3months to prepare the entire Russia Forum 2009
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Troika around the Globe Cyprus

A miracle island in the Mediterranean Sea, with important
landmarks including Troika’s office, opened in 2001 

That Island Feeling
When speaking about Cyprus, people rarely
mention it as anything more than a place for
some relaxing time at the beach. To have a good
time, it’s first of all worth clarifying that Cyprus
in fact comprises two islands 

The first is the tourist destination, which
travel agencies notoriously package to-
gether with beautiful tales and catchy slo-
gans: “The island of love.” “Both winter
and summer!” “An island for all seasons.”
“Ayia-Napa is the new Ibiza,” etc. As a
matter of fact, the stone that Aphrodite
allegedly descended from is a mere boul-
der in the sea, and Ayia-Napa is a pricey
dance club popular with younger tourists
from abroad. However, the second
Cyprus — the real Cyprus — is an utterly
fascinating place rarely visited by excur-
sion buses and nearly free of tourists. As
for the Cypriots, although they may seem

friendly and welcoming at first, they
tend to view tourism as a necessary evil
(which just so happens to provide 12% of
the national budget). True, the islanders
may temporarily surrender their beaches
to the newcomers, but they nevertheless
keep the best spots for themselves.
However, try to spend a bit of time in their
company, and the Cypriots might reveal
some valuable secrets — just don’t tell the
travel agents. 

When
Except for two rainy weeks during winter,
Cyprus can be visited at any time of year

Text and photo: Alexey Kovalyov
Editors: Margarita Volkova, Christopher Wood
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Troika
on Cyprus 2001

Opened in 2001, Troi-
ka’s Cyprus office is
located in Nicosia, the
country’s capital. The
first employee was
Anti-Money Launder-
ing Specialist Andreas
Ioannou. The compa-
ny moved to a bigger
office in June 2006.

ally a time for napping. There is only one
source of commotion — beach-going
tourists. The best times to visit Cyprus are
April-May and late September-early No-
vember. Springtime is outstanding. The
vegetation is still lush, people can go for
walks at mid-day without fearing heat
stroke, and the air is thick with the smell
of fresh oranges. Swimming begins in
April, though the water is still chilly at
this time. Despite its reputation as a sea-
side destination, Cyprus also has the
Troodos Mountains, with relict pine
forests and a fantastic array of lush veg-
etation (generally rare for Cyprus).

Mount Olympus (not the one in Ancient
Greece), which remains blanketed in
snow through March, has four ski runs
carved on its slopes, so don’t be surprised
to hear the following: “This morning
I threw the skis/snowboard in the trunk,
hit the slopes until noon, came back
down for lunch and then went swim-
ming.” The trip from Troodos to the
beaches of Limassol takes just one hour.
But travelers beware: don’t drive to Troo-
dos if you are new to left-hand driving
(a holdover from British colonialism), as
the trip involves a number of winding
switchbacks and small village roads.

(the islanders pray for as much rain as
possible, hoping to fill their reservoirs and
prevent waterless summers). However,
the peak of tourist season occurs in July
and August, the two hottest months. This
is when locals get up at 6–7 a.m., stay at
work until noon, and then run home in
the shade to take a four-hour nap in their
air-conditioned homes. The siesta, typical
of most Mediterranean countries, dates
back to the days before electricity. How-
ever, even with the advent of air condi-
tioning, this cherished tradition is stronger
than ever. Although the stores remain
open all day, summer in Cyprus is gener-

Springtime is outstanding. The vegetation is still lush, people can go
for walks at mid-day without fearing heat stroke, and the air is thick
with the smell of fresh oranges
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on Cyprus 2004

Cyprus has been an
EU member state
since May 2004.
Therefore, all compa-
nies rendering profes-
sional securities serv-
ices on the island
must operate in full
agreement with EU
bylaws
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However, the trip is more than worth it,
even if you don’t plan to do any skiing.
The area is ruled by peace and serenity,
evincing none of the glitz and bustle of Pa-
phos or Ayia-Napa. Old ladies sit out front
of their homes with cypress canes in hand,
their expressions seemingly oblivious to
British colonialism, the struggle for inde-
pendence, and the Turkish occupation. En-
terprising locals line the roads with dif-
ferent homemade goodies: jams, jars of
pickled vegetables and stewed fruits. All
of it is amazingly delicious, the stewed
peaches in particular.

What for
In late February to early March (when
Russians are all but absent and the island
is packed with British tourists indifferent
to the uncooperative weather), a carni-
val is held in Limassol. The city puts a lot
of work into preparation: everyone dress-
es up in dazzling costumes, volunteers
make enormous paper mache figures
which are then used to build floats, and
everyone happily wanders the streets un-
til evening, when the elated crowd heads
for the bars.
Wine season begins in late August, which
the islanders celebrate every year with
a wine festival lasting an entire week. For

reasons unknown, the event takes place
inside of a zoo (Russians will be particu-
larly amused to see a bust of Pushkin next
to an open-air cage with a donkey). Af-
ter purchasing a souvenir glass for two and
a half euro, visitors can stroll through the
winemakers’ stands and sample some out-
standing local wines. Besides the four main
distilleries, make sure to try some wines
by the smaller, family-run businesses. If
you show a genuine interest in wine-
making, you might even be invited to one
of their homes for a full sampling of all
their different varieties. Perhaps the main
attraction at the wine festival are the enor-
mous barrels with the inscription “Com-
pliments of the Limossol Administration!”
holding unlimited amounts of fresh wine,
which, although free of charge, will only
last until the third day of the festival, so
getting there early is advised.

Food
Like any resort destination, Cyprus offers
an abundance of expensive restaurants.
But visitors should not expect haute cui-
sine. Traditional Cypriot fare is like a com-
mon denominator of Mediterranean food:
Greek salad, Turkish kebab, Lebanese
meze and so on. Simple, nothing flashy, but
tasty and fresh. In order to enjoy it to the
full, first you have to know where to go.
For example, pedestrians on the Limassol
embankment every 50 meters have to fend
off grabby maitre ds, whose pushiness
tends to be in inverse proportion to the
quality of food. But if you turn down an in-
conspicuous side-street, you will almost
certainly find an ordinary-looking kebab
stand, where mustachioed old men are
seated behind tablecloths enjoying succu-
lent lamb chops together with gulps of
Leon, a local beer, or St Ambelion, a dry red
wine. These are the restaurants worth vis-
iting. Given the strong family traditions in
Cyprus, home-run businesses tend to of-

fer the highest quality. Just look on the walls
for pictures of grandchildren at graduation
parties, or brides in wedding dresses, and
rest assured you will be served delicious
food in generous proportions. Although
Cypriots rarely marinate their meat, the
food is so fresh that this doesn’t matter.
Make sure to try the delectable sheftalia
fresh off the grill — spicy patties from thin-
ly cut veal spiced with mint leaves. Don’t
forget to smile, say “efkharisto” and
“parakalo” (please and thank you), and you
may be given a plate of marinated peppers
as an appetizer, or anything else “compli-
ments of the chef.” The second most pop-
ular dish on the island, deep-fried calamari,
goes best with a glass of retsina, a slight-
ly bitter Greek wine.
Visitors should also try halloumi, a kind of
cheese that is considered to be the hall-
mark of Cyprus. In 1999, Cyprus finally
gained official recognition of halloumi as
a national product, thereby acquiring ex-
clusive rights over its name. So, if you en-
counter a cheese by this name any-
where in the world, rest assured it was
made in Cyprus. Known for its slightly salty
taste and delicate milky aroma, halloumi

A miracle island in the Mediterranean Sea, with important
landmarks including Troika’s office, opened in 2001 

Troika around the Globe Cyprus

February–March 
Carnival in Limassol 

May–June 
Water festival 
Folk dance festival in Limassol 
Flower festival in Paphos 

September 
Wine holiday in Limassol 
Folk dance festival 
Fig holiday close to Limassol 

Non-official holidays
on Cyprus



is beloved by all who have tried it. But the
greatest part is the added mint leaves!
This gives the cheese its special aroma
and makes it more nutritious. The first
thing that uninitiated tourists try is hal-
loumi fresh off the grill. When fried, the
cheese doesn’t melt or break apart, and
acquires a red tint that whets the appetite. 

Rain in Paradise
Despite its image as a tourist’s heaven,
Cyprus in certain areas continues to teem
with the remnants of a 30 year-old war,
which is why Nicosia is sometimes called
“Europe’s last split capital.” Tourists won’t
find anything of particular interest here,
just a drab megalopolis located far inland.
However, it is worth making the trip, if
only to see for yourself how hard it can
be to resolve inter-ethnic conflicts. 
The following is a brief synopsis: in 1974,
a Greek military junta, supported by local
radicals, attempted to overthrow the
government by force and annex the island
to Greece. The Turkish army, responding
under the pretext of protecting the Turk-
ish residents of northern Cyprus, occupied
one-third of the island, introduced  several

thousand migrants from the Turkish
Aegean coast, and pronounced the for-
mation of the Turkish republic of Northern
Cyprus, which to this day has not been rec-
ognized by anyone other than Turkey it-
self. Since then, erstwhile neighbors have
been peering at each other through gun
ports and only now are learning to live side
by side. It’s an unusual sight, perhaps rem-
iniscent of Belfast, with a so-called peace
barrier 1.5 km wide passing through the
city’s historical center and narrow alley-
ways intersected by concrete walls and
barbed wire. Derelict homes are seen all
around, together with lopsided awnings
and the frames of abandoned cars. Behind
the peace barrier exists a country that you
can’t find on any map, but that’s a differ-
ent story. In sum, Nicosia creates a drea-
ry but no less unforgettable impression.

But still…
If the visitor shows a bit of curiosity and
travels off the well-worn paths, Cyprus
becomes an enormous island, so big that
it would take years to learn about in full.
There’s still that octopus hiding under the
stone to catch, and all the rules of wine-
making to learn, for example — naming
the latest batch in honor of a newborn
child. Just around the bend is an enormous
salt lake, where, so long as it isn’t raining,
visitors can spin around on quadrocycles.
Or, following the rains, visitors can watch
as pink flamingoes fly in for winter. You
could also go to the pier and hire a yacht
to sail along the coast, or travel to
a monastery in the mountains for a carafe
of homemade olive oil. Cyprus is an en-
tire world full of rewards for the patient
and attentive traveller.
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Haig Der Nishanian, general director 
of Troika’s Cyprus office

Troika
on Cyprus 2006

In 2006, Troika Dialog
secured licensing to
conduct brokerage
and dealer activity on
the securities market
with rights to run
client accounts as the
nominal handler, and
also to manage in-
vestment portfolios. 

Just around the bend is an enormous salt lake, where, so long
as it isn’t raining, visitors can spin around on quadrocycles.
Or, following the rains, visitors can watch as pink flamingoes
fly in for winter
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Profession HR Manager 

HR is not just recruitment...

— Many companies (Troika included) have had to cut back on
new hires because of the crisis. What is HR busy with these
days? 
— Inna Kryachko (I.K.): Recruitment is by no means the only
thing we do; it’s just one of our functions. Retaining our exist-
ing employees and providing them with the right kind of mo-
tivation is an equally important task. This work needs to be ad-
dressed no matter what the conditions are — under a growing
market or during the crisis. 
— Tatiana Tikhonova (Т.Т.): Our Company experienced a peri-
od of rapid growth up until the crisis, and a lot of new person-
nel were added during this time. Suffice it to say that 70% of
Troika’s staff has been with the company for three years or less.
Maybe that’s why people think that recruitment is the core of
our work. However, in addition to hiring new employees, we

also handle employee records, the learning and development
of our staff, and work relating to evaluation systems. These are
enormous jobs that require just as much diligence and labor. Of
course, the tasks we face in our department change as the sit-
uation on the market changes. The important thing is that we
are meeting global standards. Our Department spent a long time
in its embryonic state. Only in the past several years has this
area been perfected and expanded to include all the important
key functions. Since I joined the company three and a half years
ago, I literally watched as the Department grew. At the time, I
was the fifth employee in our Department. Now we have more
than 20 people. We’ve come a long way in three years. 
— Irina Vasilega (I.V.): This year was full of interesting projects
relating to the merger between the regional Investment Com-
pany network and the 3D office network into the single busi-

A garden in blossom
Among the main tasks performed by the Human Resources Department are recruiting new employees and helping
existing employees to develop required skills. With the era of changes upon us, “maintaining” Troikers is taking
central stage, as well as care for their professional and personal growth. Speaking about new programs that the HR
Department is developing and implementing are Tatiana Tikhonova, Director of HR, Tatiana Scherban, Director of
Evaluation, Learning and Development, Inna Kryachko, Director of Compensations, Benefits and Staff Administration,
and Irina Vasilega, HR Business Partner

Svetlana Volodina,
Benefits Administrator

Evgenia Sergeeva,
Compensation and Benefits 
Analyst

Elena Klychkova,
HR Specialist

Anna Krasner,
Graduate Recruitment 
Specialist
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ness division Personal Investments and Finances: beginning with
the creation of a single organizational-functional structure, in-
ternal appointments, developments and the implementation of
a new compensations policy, and ending with employee
transfers to a single legal structure. 
— Tatiana Scherban (T.S.): Work with personnel requires a sys-
tem. If you imagine the company as a human organism, including
arms, legs, and a head, the role of the HR Department is unique.
We are the nerves, the soul, and the connecting link that im-
proves upon all the other organs and makes everything work
as a whole. So our task is not only to find employees but to make
sure they feel like integral parts of the company. 

— What types of motivation besides financial rewards do you
provide for Troikers? 
— Т.Т.: We focus a lot of attention on the development and train-
ing of our employees. True, there are some important points
here. Troika hires outstanding, talented people, and many of
them are surprised when they find out that they might be taught
something. But people are generally very happy with our pro-
grams as soon as they try them. 
— Т.S.: Most people enjoy teaching others as well as studying
on their own. One of the programs we recently launched allows
our employees — experts in certain areas — to share their knowl-
edge with colleagues. The reviews are very positive: people are

willing to “buy into” trainings by their colleagues, whom they
know well, while the speakers feel they have boosted their sta-
tus. In addition, we are gradually implementing a coaching sys-
tem, where directors advise their subordinates on a daily ba-
sis, helping address a host of problems and even acting as
a counselor.

— What makes your work difficult?
— Т.Т.: We serve all the Russian regions and countries abroad
where Troika operates — from Vladivostok to New York. There-
fore, we have to account for differences in legislature as well
as the specifics of the labor markets. Compensation is proba-
bly the most delicate issue of all.
— Т.S.: We have two excellent partners: Internal Communica-
tions, which helps us quickly and efficiently explain to employees
everything happening in the company, and the IT “techies,” who
make our computer programs more convenient.

Irina Vasilega,
HR Business Partner
for PI&F

Tatiana Tikhonova,
HR Director

Inna Kryachko, Director of Compensations,
Benefits and Staff Administration

Maria Yanina, Learning 
and Development Manager

Violetta Rogozhina, 
Review, Learning and 
Development Specialist

‘’This year was full of interesting projects relating to the
merger between the regional Investment Company network
and the 3D office network into the single business division
Personal Investments and Finances’’
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— Can you discuss any projects that you worked on together? 
— I.K.: Our company underwent a revolution last year, although
some might have missed it at first. I mean the SAP system, a sin-
gle information environment in which all personnel data is gath-
ered. Suffice it to say that we used to spend a week compos-
ing monthly reports. Now it takes us five minutes.
— Т.Т.: When a company is experiencing rapid growth, mistakes
are inevitable and some documents can get lost, simply because
the resources can’t keep up with the scale of the business. But
with the appearance of SAP our work changed drastically. The
difference between the old system and SAP is like doing laun-
dry with household soap and a washing board and then switch-
ing to an ultra-contemporary washing machine.
— Т.S.: The SAP system simplifies life for our top
managers and employees alike. After all, even
the slightest mistake, for example — mixing up
visa paperwork, can spoil a person’s entire va-
cation and cause a mountain of grief. Such mis-

takes have been ruled out. Also, our employee records team
is no longer buried in paperwork, so they can pay more atten-
tion to the requests they receive from employees. Next on the
list is an automated evaluations system. All of these changes
serve a single goal: simplifying life for employees. 

— The HR business-partners system was started recently at
Troika. What is this? Why do we need it?
— Т.Т.: The HR business partner is essentially a client manager
taking care of all staff-related communications in each business
block. The partner lives hand-in-hand with the business subdi-
vision, understanding the work, familiar with all the employees,
going to meetings, keeping track of the situation. In addition, he
or she is close with the HR specialists, and includes them in staff-
related discussions in the division. We currently have only one
of these employees in our company — Irina Vasilega. Ideally, we
would have four, one for each of Troika’s structural divisions.

‘’The difference between the old system and SAP is like do-
ing laundry with household soap and a washing board and
then switching to an ultra-contemporary washing machine’’

Maria Orel, Compensations 
and Benefits Senior Analyst

Andrey Rekhtman,
Recruitment Manager

Marina Prokhozhaeva,
Manager of HR Operations 

Oksana Fomicheva,
Recruitment Manager

Profession HR Manager 

HR is not just recruitment...

‘’Our employee records team is no longer buried in paper-
work, so they can pay more attention to the requests they
receive from employees. Next on the list is an automated
evaluations system. All of these changes serve a single goal:
simplifying life for employees’’
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— I.V.: You might call the HR business partner an internal con-
sultant working with the business subdivision by the “one win-
dow” principle, helping to resolve various personnel-related is-
sues. The partnership is based upon a tight connection between
our work in HR and the department we are servicing, as well
as an increased role of daily HR tasks in the department’s busi-
ness strategy. 
The important thing in my work is focusing on the internal client
and reacting to the division’s needs as competently and quick-
ly as possible. It is indeed important to live hand-in-hand with
the division, especially when the division is one of the most pop-
ulous and includes a sprawling regional network (24 branches —
ed.) I started this position following a year and a half of inten-
sive recruiting, including work in the regions.
I took a lot away from this: I fully understand how many peo-
ple work in each city and the kind of work they do. I can pic-
ture what the regional offices look like and where they are lo-
cated, and what the employees’ lives are like, both at work and
at home. 
— Т.S. At present, our colleagues in each business division have
several contacts in HR for staff-related issues. We want to sim-
plify this: everyone will have their own HR Partner who will han-
dle all these questions directly.

— Troika and Standard Bank recently announced a strategic
partnership. A number of new employees will be incorporat-
ed into the company during integration. How will this impact
work in HR?
— Т.Т.: Shareholders and top management decided upon this
deal. HR’s job is to ensure a smooth integration process for em-
ployees. As I’m sure you are aware, the main value in the in-
vestment banking business is people. We need to ensure a pain-
less transition process. 
— Т.S.: While the deal was being prepared, we studied corpo-
rate culture at Troika and Standard Bank, reaching the conclu-
sion that they have quite a lot in common. This means that in-
tegration should run smoothly. I’m certain that Troika, togeth-
er with Standard Bank’s employees, will become even stronger,
while also keeping its unique traditions intact.

‘’The partnership is based upon a tight connection between
our work in HR and the department we are servicing, as well
as an increased role of daily HR tasks in the department’s
business strategy. The important thing in my work is focusing
on the internal client and reacting to the division’s needs as
competently and quickly as possible’’

Olga Kaskanova, Learning and
Development Administrator

Dinara Sabirova, Learning and
Development Administrator

Tatiana Scherban, 
Director of Review,
Learning and Development 

Maria Merkulova, Review, Learning
and Development Manager
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In Focus Charity 

Troika Dialog doesn’t waste time with empty words.
We provide help to charities

If not us, who?
The Big Charity Marathon by Troika Dialog — much needed
assistance for children in severe crisis conditions

To help out some of the charities that
were hit hardest by the crisis, we de-

cided to hold the Big Charity Marathon at
a premier concert venue in the center of
Moscow. Participating in this special event
were world renowned artists, famous ac-
tors and actresses and popular musicians,
all performing free of charge. All of our
friends were invited and every resource
was deployed in our efforts to help those
in need. We would like to say how grate-
ful we are to everyone who participated
in the Big Charity Marathon. Held at

Gostiny Dvor in downtown Moscow, the
Marathon took place over three days —
February 5–7. The events were superbly
organized and everything went even
better than planned. 
The Gift of Hope gala concert on Febru-
ary 5th included performances by musi-
cian and director Valery Gergiev, violinist
Vadim Repin, Prima Ballerina Ulyana
Lopatkina, European musical star Anna
Maria Kaufman, actress Chulpan Khama-
tova and musician Yury Bashmet. The con-
cert raised proceeds amounting to

2,400,000 rubles, which will be put toward
projects by the International Charity Fund
of Yuri Bashmet and the Podari Zhizn Fund. 
Held on February 6th, the Zone of Hope
rock concert included performances by
Russian rock legends The Samoilov Broth-
ers (Agata Christy), famous Russian rock
group UMA2RMAN, award-winning vo-
calist Mara, and other rock stars. The con-
cert raised proceeds amounting to more
than 500,000 rubles, which will be put to-
ward projects by the Center for the Treat-
ment and Rehabilitation of Children suf-

Chulpan Khamatova
performed on the first day

of the Marathon 
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fering from cerebral palsy under the pa-
tronage of Gosha Kutsenko. 
Held at Gostiny Dvor on February 7th, the
Sweet Day for Children in Pain was
a magical children’s holiday delivering
smiles to kids and parents alike. Providing
the “sweets” were Moscow’s top restau-
rants, offering the crowd cakes, pies, and
other mouth-watering bakery products.
Providing all the “fun” was Volshebnik,
a Moscow company specializing in parties
for kids and teenagers, who coordinated
an entertainment program with a dance

floor, entertainers, a painting show, songs
and games. Artistic masters were also on
site, a trampoline was set up, and many
other types of amusement were offered
to make this a wonderful day. Proceeds
from the event, 419,250 rubles, will go to-
ward a joint project by the Podari Zhizn
Fund and the Hospice Charity Fund Vera.
Our goal is to see the Charity Marathon be-
come one of our beloved traditions, and
to include even more kind, decent and cre-
ative people in its organization. We hope
to see you next year!

We thank the
following people
from the bottom
of our hearts for
their help in
organizing the
Marathon: 
Chulpan Khamatova 

Gosha Kutsenko

Ingeborga Dapkunaite

Grigory Mazmanyanets

Yulia Mansurova

Dmitry Grinchenko

Vyacheslav Minchenko

Mikhail Gold

Elena Naumova

United Automobile
Technologies 

Shater Shopping Center
and the Arlekino Group 

The Podari Zhizn Charity
Fund 

Hospice Charity Fund Vera

The OK non-state enterprise
for cinematography
development 

Zone of Hope Fund 

The Center for the Treatment
and Rehabilitation of children
suffering from cerebral palsy

Volshebnik 

Office 24

Twin Pigs restaurant 

The ETAZH chain of city
restaurants 

Tsurtsum Cafe 

Cafe Des Artistes

Club Petrovich

Café Gostinaya

Mamina Pasta Italian
Restaurant 

Jean Jacques Cafe

Tesoro Restaurant 

PEKARTI bakery-cafe

Gogolevsky 1 Restaurant 

Pane&Olio Trattoria 

Marriott Grand Hotel

Ferrero Russia 

Bosko Banquet

Sweet Gift

Doctor Baker 

Busheer Confectionary

Gospodar Confectionary
Company 

Krem Royal Confectionary 

Napoleon Confectionary
Salon

Tort-Zakaz

Dear Friends, we created
this Marathon together! 

Valery Gergiev

Ulyana Lopatkina,
Prima Ballerina

of the Mariinsky Theater 

Yury Bashmet — Director
of the International Charity Fund

UMA2RMAN band member 
Sergei Krestovsky

Alexander F. Sklyar

Gosha Kutsenko

All the guests were treated
to delectable treats

Body Art
for Children 

A one-in-a-
million smileSergei Galanin Vlad Samoilov 

Smiles and joy on the children’s faces — 
the Marathon’s greatest achievement 

Actress Ingeborga Dapkunaite

The children — the true heroes
of the Marathon
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How you can help:
1. Drop money into one of the donation bins located in the Company’s
Moscow offices. Bins are located in HR (RD-1), Marketing (office on
B. Kislovsky), the office on Krasnaya Presnya and the Rostov and Kiev offices; 
2. Drop off helpful items to the Marketing Department;
3. Visit one of the below sites, decide who you would like to help, and transfer
money. All of the organizations listed on these sites have been verified thor-
oughly, and you can be sure that your money will reach the intended charities. 
4. Sign up to donate a fixed sum of money from your salary every month to be
given to charity.

Center for the Treat-
ment and Rehabilita-

tion of Children
suffering from CP

Hospice Charity
Fund Vera 

CAF Russia
(charity instead
of souvenirs) 

Given today’s financial crisis, assistance by private individuals is more important
than ever, since corporate donations have decreased while the number of

people requiring assistance has grown significantly. And no matter what moti-
vates you — sympathy, religious beliefs, or altruism — you are helping out and
therefore care about other people’s suffering. Even a small donation means a lot.
Like always, we will post information on the Private Life page about people who
could use our help. Many of us see others in pain. Don’t be indifferent. Togeth-
er, we can offer hope to some, inspire faith in others, and perhaps even save
somebody’s life. 

Are you aware that:

100 rubles
can buy four kilograms of car-
rots for a horse used to treat
paralyzed children through
hippotherapy.

500 rubles
can buy art supplies (brushes,
paints, paper, pencils, plaster,
etc.) for young patients at the
Institute of Children’s Oncolo-
gy and Hematology.

1000 rubles
can buy a cycle of polyvita-
mins or anesthetics for a baby
in a burns clinic.

5000 rubles
is the monthly salary of a call
nurse treating bed-ridden,
single and elderly patients.

In Focus Charity 

Our Red Book

A collective effort
Special charity programs involving private donations by
company employees have worked successfully in America
and Europe for more than 25 years. In Russia they are only
getting started
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www.pomogi.org
The internet charity project
“Pomogi.org” pools the efforts
of internet users for the effec-
tive collection and distribution
of earmarked donations for
urgent social-medical needs
(operations, costly medical
treatments, help to children’s
homes and treatment estab-
lishments).

www.blago.ru
Information resource belong-
ing to and managed by the
Charity Aid Foundation of Rus-
sia. The site publishes infor-
mation about funds and or-
ganizations requiring immedi-
ate assistance. 

www.wse-wmeste.ru
An information portal, or
a “charity gathering,” as the
creators rightly call it. Here
you will find information about
a number of funds and pro-
grams that everyone can help
with material goods or any
other kind of assistance. 

Podari Zhizn Fund
Assistance for children with oncological, hematological,
and other severe ailments.
You can help by giving money for medicinal purchases or by making an unad-
dressed donation. Alternatively, you could purchase the medications and give
them to the doctors and parents of the afflicted child. Lastly, you can place
a donation in one of the bins set up in a Holding Center store.
Moscow, 2nd Neopalimovsky Pereulok 7, tel./fax: (499) 245-58-26 (499) 246-22-39

(495) 410-01-12 www.podari-zhizn.ru

Center for the Treatment and Rehabilitation
of Children suffering from cerebral palsy
Creating a network of clinics for the treatment and rehabilitation of children
suffering from damage to the motor skills apparatus and requiring the use
of advanced technologies.
Anybody wishing to participate in the charity project or who can help the cen-
ter in any way may contact us at fond@kutsenko.ru. Routing details for bank
transfers are available on the Fund’s site.
Moscow, Ulitsa Novocheremushkinskaya 42а, www.kutsenko.ru/content/176/

Hospice Charity Fund Vera
Provides ongoing financial support to the First Moscow Hospice, as well
as financial support for patients with terminal oncological ailments and their
relatives, both during the illness and following the loss of a loved one.
Those wishing to help may transfer money to the Fund’s account or personally
donate items, household objects, office equipment, etc., to the Fund or Hos-
pice. Become a volunteer with the Fund or the Hospice. Please help spread
knowledge about the Fund, the First Moscow Hospice, and the hospice move-
ment in Russia.
Moscow, Proletarsky Prospect, 39, apt. 27, tel. 8 (499) 245-75-78, www.hospicefund.ru

Children’s Home
№11 Moscow

The Podari
Zhizn Fund 

Children’s Home №8
Novocherkassk 

Children’s Home
“Gnezdyshko”

Ukraine 



3. Right now I am happiest about my
little son. But a lot of things in life make
me happy — sunshine outside, friendly,
smiling people, beautiful
buildings, chatting
with people…

Best Employees Best of 2008

1. How did you feel when you were named “Best Employee?” 
2. What animal would you choose as your talisman? 
3. What makes you happiest in life?
4. What do you dream about?
5. The best place on earth is...
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1. At first it was a sigh
of relief, followed by
a mixture of doubt
and joy.

1. That all of this isn’t really happening.

1. Surprise and gratitude. It was a little
uncomfortable — the end of the year
was difficult and many of the people
I work with could have won instead.

4. Visiting
Antarctica 

5. Lalangama
(the planet from a story
by the same name written
by Gordon Dixon — ed.)

2. A cat. I have always adored these household animals. Inci-
dentally, do you know how difficult it is to out-stare a cat
(like the game children play when they stare each other in
the eyes and try not to blink first). With a dog it’s simpler —
their loyal eyes can’t resist the owner’s gaze. Cats, however,
are all about independence and intransigence… 

2. A marble elephant. 3. Life itself. 4. About free time.

5. There are many
great places in the
world, Moscow
among them.

4. About a lot,
starting with some
earthly desires and
ending with
thoughts about
the ideal world.

5. Wherever it is
that makes you
happy.

Garnik Alexanian
Global Markets

Vladimir Ponomarev
Legal Department 

2. An empire penguin. 3. When some-
thing you did
gets used.

Inna Kryachko
HR Department

Mercedes-Benz C class. Each of Troika’s 3 best
employees were awarded with one of these
automobiles in November 2008



Teams Best of 2008

The two best teams sent postcards
to our editorial 
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Following tradition, Troika’s two best teams receive monetary prizes that can be used however they see fit.
The winners in the 2008 competition did the following: the Treasury staff spent three days in Amsterdam,
while the team that prepared the AVTOVAZ deal spent a splendid evening at “Petrovich”.

adressee: Moscow, Romanov Pereulok 4

from: the team that prepared

the AVTOVAZ deal 

We’re at ‘‘Petrovich’’!

Thank you Troika,

and thanks to everyone

who believed in us! 

addressee: Moscow, Romanov Pereulok 4from: the Treasury Department

We’re in Amsterdam!
The hotel is right in the city center.The weather is great. We took
a boat ride through the canals,

visited the Van Gogh Museum,raced around the city on bicycles,and had a beer in a pub before bed.
Hello, everyone!



The Partnership welcomed 23 new employees this year! 
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New Harvest
Every year the time comes for Troika to “reap the
harvest”…of the company’s new partners. Despite

the harsh environment outside, these individuals
prove that real Troikers aren’t afraid of a market

freeze or any other kind of catastrophe or upheaval. 

Troika’s Partnership marked its five-year
anniversary in 2009. Since its founding, the
Partnership has welcomed over 100 mem-
bers — and there’s still room for more! How
to become an owner of the company and
share in its success? The Troiker will now
reveal some formerly guarded secrets —
how new partners are recruited.

Nominees
Each existing partner can recommend
three employees to be accepted into the
Partnership. Recommendations are sub-
mitted to the New Partner Selection
Committee during the first week of Sep-
tember every year.

Alexanian Garnik
Senior Analyst,
Quant Desk,
Structured Products
Division

Bond Kingsmill
Head Strategist

Bruck Boris
Head of Treasury

Bulgakova Olga
Client Group Manager

Valchuk Daria
Director of Non-Resi-
dent Settlements, Op-
erations Department 

Vasilyev Nikolay
IB Vice President

The Troika Partnership
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Dolzhenko Viktor
Regional Director
(Ural, Siberia, Far
East)

Donskoi Sergei
Senior Analyst, Met-
allurgies and Mining

Grigorian Aram
Managing Director

Karlov Artem
Senior Derivative
Sales

Kravchenko Marina
Senior Consultant,
Strategic Projects

Kryachko Inna
C&B, HR OP’s Director 

Kuzyakin Maxim
Business Support
Director, Personal
Investments 

Miloserdova Inna
Director of Marketing

Murzin Alexey
Head of IT Infrastruc-
ture Support and De-
velopment

Pakhomova Elena
Senior Event Coordi-
nator

Rudenko Dmitri
Risk Reporting
Manager

Semenenko Oleg
Regional Director
(Volga, South)

Sesekin Alexander 
Senior FI Sales 

Silivanov Valery
Deputy Director, Risk
Department 

Stiskin Mikhail
Senior Analyst,
Metallurgies and
Chemicals 

Strelkova Angelina
Sales-Trader, New
York office

Sharonov Andrei 
Managing Director

Under the microscope
The New Partner Selection Committee
reviews all candidates who have re-
ceived at least two votes from existing
Partners. A portrait is then composed of
each candidate. Of no small importance
are the Review results — evaluations of
activity and personal expertise, work with

clients (including internal clients) and col-
leagues, and contributions to the com-
pany’s business.

Under lock and key
Information procurement on candidates
is strictly confidential. Furthermore, the
candidates themselves are unaware that

they have been recommended as new
partners. Events in the election of new
partners and the current stage of voting
are also kept secret. Therefore, the pos-
sibility to influence the voting process is
entirely ruled out.
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Allow me to present
Once the “portraits” of all the candidates
are ready, the members of the New
Partner Selection Committee discuss each
candidacy (we will state parenthetically
that a Committee member may refrain
from gathering information on one can-
didate or another if he or she is unable to
keep an objective view of this person).
Each candidate is voted upon separately.
If a committee member is either a friend
or relative of any of the candidates, he or
she may neither participate in voting on
said candidate nor be present during the
vote. Therefore, the impartiality of voting
is guaranteed. If a candidate receives a 2/3
negative vote from the Committee, he or
she is excluded from the list. However,
such candidates are eligible for voting the
following year. Voting takes place secretly,
and all results besides the final list of ap-
proved candidates are strictly confidential.
The final list is submitted for the Partner-
ship Board’s review. The Partnership
Board may reinstate candidates who
were ruled out in earlier voting.

Election Day
All current partners participate in final vot-
ing on the list of candidates confirmed by
the Partnership Board. Voting takes place
anonymously, while the Partnership Sec-
retary counts the votes. Final decisions
are based on the voting results: at least
10% of current partners must vote for the
future partners.

Welcome!
The Partnership Board reviews the re-
sults of final voting and makes a final de-
cision on each candidate who made the
list of potential partners. Everyone
whose candidacy was officially ap-
proved by the Partnership Board will re-
ceive an offer to become a new Troika
Partner at the end of the year. They will
be offered to buy a share in the Part-
nership in a sum amounting to no more
than 75% of their bonus. Information
about who has received Partnership
offers is strictly confidential. The em-
ployee is entitled to decline the offer,
and this decision will in no way impact

his or her future with the company. Fur-
thermore, he or she is eligible for Part-
nership offers in the future.

Have a ball!
Those employees choosing to accept
the Partnership offer are invited to the
Annual Partners’ Ball, which takes place
on the first Saturday of February and in-
cludes a celebratory inauguration of
new partners. This year’s fifth-anniver-
sary ball took place on February 7, 2009,
at the River Place Restaurant. The Part-
nership accepted 23 new employees
into its ranks. In honor of the five-year
anniversary, it was decided to spice up
the traditional dress code by adding
bright accessories to the ev ening
gowns and tuxedoes. The theme of the
Ball was based upon the hipsters of
the 1950s. Following the official pres-
entation of the new partners, guests to
the Ball were treated to dinner and a
performance by Valery Syutkin — a fa-
mous Russian hipster — as well as live-
ly dancing.

The Troika Partnership

The Partnership welcomed 23 new employees this year! 
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Aleksey Murzin
IT Department

Ekaterina
Semenova
Marketing
Department

Yegor Gaidar
Death of an Empire
The author of this book needs no intro-
duction: Yegor Timurovich is a famous
politician and manager. However, he is also
a preeminent scholar, as this book proves.
Gaidar examines the political and economic
strategies and decisions of the USSR gov-
ernment that caused the outcome we
know so well — the fall of the Soviet em-
pire. According to Gaidar, this was due to
the government’s failure to react to the cir-
cumstances of world economic develop-
ment, contemporary society, and common
sense. However, the author argues that
the empire was bound to fall. The world
has changed and imperialism as a form of
state management is no longer compat-
ible with public consciousness.

Ayn Rand
Atlas Shrugged
This is quite an unusual novel. Real
events are mixed with imaginary ones,
romance gives way to grotesque, and
utopia exists alongside anti-utopia. Ba-
sically, you could call it the bible of cap-
italism. Power, money, private busi-
ness’s struggle for its rights and its role
in the world. As for the questions “Who’s
to blame?” and “What to do?” — peren-
nial in the Russian classics — the author
gives her own answers, debatable and in
a sense paradoxical. However, the book
is also about love and self-respect, as
well as the ability to understand where
others’ rights end and your own begin.
Everyone will find something different in
this novel. I recommend it! 

Leisure Books

Troikers — the most voracious
readers in the world!
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Mikhail
Tabakov
New Projects
Division

Irina Khakamada
Success in the big city
This is the most subjective book I have ever
encountered. At first I thought it was un-
bearable! But then it draws you in, like a
good storyteller. There’s no theory in this
book. However, it tells the experience of
someone who traveled a long career
path, starting as a teacher then working
through small business and eventually big
politics. The hero has rebuilt her life many
times, and now she tells about her latest
big change. Reading the success stories of
Western businessmen, you understand that
it could only happen in their world. Khaka-

mada’s events happen here and now in
Russia. This makes the story all the more
interesting. This book could be useful for
those who are just starting their careers,
and also for managers who are struggling
with their subordinates. Either one will find
valuable advice in this book. However, the
book is highly recommended to those who
are considering a different business, a ca-
reer change, or who would like to find their
calling and become successful and free.
Khakamada’s life is replete with similar
changes and quests.

Anna
Skvortsova
Research
Department 

Daniel Pennac for children

Dog
A fabulous book. The human world in the
eyes of a dog — the absolute truth,
painfully accurate. It’s the story of a pup-
py that, abandoned to fate, decides to find
his master no matter what. It’s a thorny
path full of danger. Indifference, callous-
ness, and, to top it off, amorality and be-
trayal. Support and assistance from an un-
expected source. Real adventures. Plus,
ruminations about what friendship and
eternity really mean. It doesn’t matter
where you’re from, but what you make
yourself out to be. The important thing is
to act as your heart tells you. And above
all — don’t ever despair, because friends
will always be there to help. Finding
your master is no problem, but making
him a friend can be trouble. It’s good food
for thought. In addition, the image of the
world and people “by smell” is rendered
quite amusingly.

‘’According to
Gaidar, this
was due to
the govern-
ment’s failure
to react to the
circumstances
of world eco-
nomic devel-
opment, con-
temporary
society, and
common
sense”



A true Troiker has a deep appreciation
for the most significant art of all

Leisure Movies
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Yulia
Bogdanova
New Projects
Division

Olga Bulgakova 
Private
Banking

Roman Belugin 
Personal
Investments

“We live in a
world where
the old rules
no longer
work, and
where the
new ones still
haven’t been
written”

“I fully agree
with the
baron: our
biggest prob-
lem is that
we are too
 serious”

The Game (1997)
Director: David Fincher. Starring: Michael Douglas, Sean Penn, Debora Kara Anger

Mountain of jewels for children

Collection of cartoons.
“The first video company”

This is by no means a new movie, and
most of you have probably seen it already.
However, when the Troiker asked me
what movie made the strongest impres-
sion on me, I immediately thought of the
Game. In my opinion, this film is just as rel-
evant now as ever. The main character,
Michael Douglas, is forced into a game with
rules he doesn’t know. In order to extricate

himself from some tough circumstances,
he has to violate all the standards. Sound
familiar? We live in a world where the old
rules no longer work, and where the new
ones still haven’t been written. I recom-
mend watching this movie again, and to
treat reality like an enrapturing game,
where the new rules and relationships are
taking shape before our very eyes.

Konstantin
Ziborov
Global Markets

Knockout (2005)
Director: Ron Howard. Starring: Russel Crow, Rene Zellweger

The Very Same Munkhausen (1979)
Director: Mark Zakharov. Starring: Oleg Yankovsky, Leonid Bronevoy

The epic biography of boxer Jim Braddok.
Some might think it’s a drag, but movies
about good husbands and good men are
always a little boring. The events take place
in America during the Great Depression. Jim
fights in the ring in order to feed his fam-
ily, even though he has broken ribs and
a broken arm. He suffers defeat and his
wife takes away his children. He has
nothing to eat and no money for rent. He
borrows money from friends…But good old

Jim gets one last chance. And he wins. Then
he wins again and again. He becomes a
champion and a national hero. They say
this story rocked America in those years.
Of course, Americans love to exaggerate,
but the film is truly moving, sometimes to
the point of goosebumps. There’s one
powerful scene: right before a fight, Rus-
sel Crow lowers his face into a plate of po-
tato shavings and devours them, and two
minutes later he walks into the ring.

My son Timofei and I are overjoyed.
Each disc in the cycle is named after a pre-
cious stone: “Sapphire,” “Emerald,”
“Amethyst,” “Ruby,” “Amber.” Altogeth-
er, this is a wonderful collection of car-
toons based on Russian folktales. Timo-
fei’s favorite tales are The Fox and the Cat,
About Ivan the Fool, Zhikharka, About
a Crow and The Fox the Orphan. Every-
one in our family has memorized all the
witty dialogues.

This is my favorite movie. I’ve watched it
an infinite number of times, but always
with pleasure. I’m quite fond of the main
character; he’s intelligent, unusual, and in-
teresting. He changes the world around
him. The dull masses don’t understand him,
don’t believe that he flew on a kernel, ex-
changed letters with Sophocles, and pulled
himself from a swamp by his hair. I fully
agree with the baron: our biggest problem
is that we are too serious. “A serious ex-
pression is no sign of intelligence, gen-
tlemen. Every silly act on earth is com-
mitted with this exact expression. Wear
a smile, gentlemen, wear a smile!”Fo
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Leisure Performances

Who are the most unbiased and accurate theatre critics?
Troikers, of course!
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Ksenia Vlasova
Operations
Department

Denis Budanov
Commercial
Bank

Ekaterina
Emelyanova
Financial
Department

Lana Kasabyan 
Administrative
Department

Swiss Match
Based on the story by A. Chekhov. Teatr Natsii

A joke play. Rarely does a new, original
reading of a classic stay within the bounds
of good taste. The actors are recent
graduates of the Russian Academy of The-
atre Arts, but they could easily outperform
a number of famous masters. The secret
to success is that they take tremendous

pleasure in being on stage, and they in-
fect everyone around with positive en-
ergy, youth and fearlessness… And this
makes it enjoyable…Funny, interesting,
entertaining, skillful, unexpected! It’s also
a good opportunity to recall A.P. Chekhov,
who rarely comes up in our daily lives.

Boing-Boing
M. Kamoletti. Director: Sergei Aldonin.
Independent Theater Project

True, it’s a silly, lighthearted comedy. Also,
they probably could have cut out certain
parts. And yes, some of the jokes are vul-
gar. However, the outstanding acting, by
Giorgy Dronov in particular, rescues the
entire production. You are guaranteed not
to fall asleep for the entire show. In sum,
this is the greatest thing I have seen to
date in my sorrowful theater experience.

Dinner with a Fool
F. Veber. Director: Leonid Trushkin. Anton Chekhov Theater

“Rarely does
a new, original
reading of
a classic stay
within the
bounds of
good taste”

Just imagine you are having dinner with
friends this evening. The only condition
is that you bring...a fool. The fool, of
course, has no idea why he has received
this “honor.” The point of the joke is to get
the unusual guest talking. The winner is
the one who brings “the best one.” Now
imagine that you have a terrible radiculitis
attack, your wife isn’t home, and the only
person with you is the same fool you in-
vited to dinner. This was the description
on theater bill, so the viewer will prob-
ably expect a regular situational comedy.

However, in addition to dazzling humor,
I also saw the tragedy of a “small man,”
wonderfully played by Khazanov. Of
course, the hero has a foolish hobby, and
he speaks the truth at inappropriate
times and to the wrong people. Howev-
er, it’s not unusual that people who fol-
low different rules are ridiculed simply be-
cause they abide different principles and
think differently. I recommend that every-
one watch this play and decide what
group they belong to: the crowd or the
individuals.

Brer Rabbit for children

B. Goldovsky. Director: Elena Obraztsova.
S.V. Obraztsov Puppet Theater 

Where do you go on the weekend if you
have a two or three year-old and it’s rain-
ing outside? The next time you ask this
pestering question, head straight to S.V.
Obraztsov Theater to watch Brer Rabbit.
This is a wonderful story about kind and
polite animals, creatures not unlike the
young viewers in the hall. The fact that
Mother Midous is on the stage helps the
young viewers relate with the puppets. It’s
an ideal play for children who haven’t
reached school age.

“Now imagine
that you have
a terrible radi-
culitis attack,
your wife isn’t
home, and the
only person
with you is
the same fool
you invited
to dinner”
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Leisure Exhibitions

Guidebooks to the world’s best museums have many
familiar names. Here are just a few
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Valeria Belyak
Private Equity 

Maria
Ponomaraeva
Investment
Management

Some friends of mine recently told me
about the Museum of Unique Dolls. Since
every little girl plays with dolls, my
daughter and I were interested. It’s a re-
ally impressive museum, in terms of
both the sheer number of exhibits and the
beauty and variety involved. On display
are pieces from all different nations and
eras. Moving from one window to the
next, you can only admire the craft and
detail put into the dolls — each one has
a different outstanding feature. The cos-
tumes accurately show how women
dressed in those days: lace, brooches,
hoop skirts and hats. I highly recommend
this museum — to kids and adults alike!

Ekviros-2009
Moscow, Sokolniky, August 19-23, 2009

Horses! Majestic, magnificent animals —
the greatest and strongest love of my
life. Anyone else who is similarly head
over heels in love with these animals will
have a blast at the annual Ekviros Exhi-
bition, which will take place for the 11th
time this year at Sokolniky. A feast for
the eyes, respite for the soul, and a won-
derful opportunity to escape the bustle
of Moscow.

“A wonderful
opportunity
to escape
the bustle”

Fashion and Style in Photography 2009
Moscow, March 27 — July 12 2009

The sixth Fashion and Style in Photog-
raphy festival includes nearly 50 artists,
many of whom long ago earned global
recognition. For example, Guy Bourdin is
among the undisputed masters of fash-
ion photography. The imagination and
skill of Mr. Bourdin are all the more im-
pressive given that his pictures are 30
years old. Also on display at the Manezh
are the romantic Jacque Henri Lartigue

and his photo history of how the first avi-
ators took to the sky, as well as the
equally romantic Paolo Ventura. True, Mr.
Ventura’s “Winter Histories” portrays
the sad, melancholic romanticism of
children’s dreams. For starters, take his
old man with juggling balls, acrobats and
performers. As you may have heard, the
artistic merit is debatable. But you have
to see it first!

“Moving from
one window
to the next,
you can only
admire the
craft and
detail put into
the dolls —
each one has
a different
outstanding
feature”

Exhibit of Japanese
miniature evergreens
Moscow, Bonsai Center, January 1 — December 31, 2009

Museum of Unique
Dolls for children

Moscow, www.dollmuseum.ru
Japanese minimalism in combination
with a keen sense of space and form al-
lowed the residents of the Rising Sun na-
tion to perfect these miniature cre-
ations. As soon as you enter the exhib-
it in the Bonsai Center, you sense the at-
mosphere filled with Basei haikus and the
aesthetics of Kurosava’s films. Among
the tiny-leafed elms and the famous
Japanese pines, it’s easy to imagine the
heroes of the Busido codex seated for

tea. On display at the exhibit are 2–3 year
old bonsais, as well as mature 30 year-
olds, amazingly portable and tiny. Par-
ticularly impressive are the compositions
with elms and stones seemingly taken
from the Reandzi garden. And most
surprisingly, there’s even a Gingko Bon-
sai, the only plant dating back to the Ter-
tiary period that has preserved its orig-
inal form and is highly valued for its me-
dicinal properties.

Marina
Prokhozhaeva
HR Department

Polina
Novoselova
PR Department
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Education SKOLKOVO

SKOLKOVO’s unique educational program — the full-time MBA.
Starting in September!

Always ready!
Just three years after the first brick was laid in the SKOLKOVO campus, the School is opening its doors to students and
teachers. Classes begin in September for SKOLKOVO’s core program — the full-time MBA. With a curriculum involving
participation in real projects, the program promises a new standard in education

There is a crucial difference between
SKOLKOVO and more traditional MBA

programs: SKOLKOVO aims to prepare
leaders and entrepreneurs who are ca-
pable of overseeing changes and achiev-
ing results on complex and dynamic
markets like Russia, China and India,
where success in entrepreneurialism de-
pends upon one’s readiness to take on
added risk, and where an innovative
style of thinking, confidence in oneself
and one’s strengths, diligence, capability
and optimism are the vital traits of ac-
complished leaders. SKOLKOVO believes
its graduates will have the necessary
skills to oversee business reconstruction
processes in existing companies, head
up projects in the state and non-profit
sectors, as well as start their own busi-
nesses. To help prepare such leaders

and entrepreneurs, the school devel-
oped an MBA curriculum unlike any
other in the world, focusing on “learning
by doing.” As part of the 16-month MBA
program, students will participate in the
completion of five actual projects in dif-
ferent areas as well as training in corre-
sponding theoretical knowledge:
1. A project in the non-profit sphere in-
volving analysis, the drafting of recom-
mendations, and a plan of action for ter-
ritorial development, social infrastruc-
tures and non-profit organizations;
2. An international module in India or
China exposing students to business de-
velopment in dynamic national eco -
nomies;
3. A project in the corporate sector in-
volving the creation of suggestions and
the implementation of plans to address

a particular task or problem faced by an
actual company;
4. An international internship in the U.S.
providing students with the opportunity
to compare business practices in condi-
tions of a developed economy with the
situation on developing markets;
5. An entrepreneurial project based on
the development and implementation of
start-up ideas.
Following graduation, SKOLKOVO alumni
will be offered to participate in a com-
petition to receive venture financing for
outstanding independent projects. Stu-
dents will be accepted into the program
through the end of June 2009.
In addition, SKOLKOVO is actively devel-
oping in other areas as well. In particular,
classes are in session in the EMBA and Ex-
ecutive Education programs.

The school
developed
an MBA cur-
riculum unlike
any other
in the world,
focusing on
“learning by
doing.”




